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Chapter 1  Introduction
1.1 Summary

The GPH-7400 software controls Interface motion controller boards from your application running on
Linux or RTLinux. This document includes the information for using the GPH-7400 on Linux.

1.2 Features
- The GPH-7400 supports indivisual control of four axes.

- The GPH-7400 can control the motor at high resolution because of high-speed pulse output rate by
6.5 MHz.

- The GPH-7400 can change the steady-state velocity while pulse output is operating.

- The GPH-7400 supports smooth S-curve motion profile.

- The Help system explains how to use the supported functions. Refer to it as you develop your programs.
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Chapter 2  Product Specifications
2.1 Operating Environments

The following table shows operating environments for the GPH-7400.

Interface Single Board Computer Contact us.
Interface Mother Board Contact us.
Computer Intel Architecture-32 (IBM PC/AT Compatibles)
Driver Type Character driver
Loading Method Loadable module
Major Number Automatic assignment
Source Code Open Policy Driver module for board control: close

Driver module for template:open
Common module: open
Library: close

Build Support Makefile provided
PDF formatHelp File
Text format

2.2 Target Boards
- PCI expansion boards (PCI series)

PCI-7404M PCI-7404V PCI-7414M PCI-7414V

- PCI expansion boards (PAZ series)

PAZ-7404M PAZ-7404V PAZ-7414M PAZ-7414V

- CompactPCI expansion boards (CTP series)

CTP-7405M CTP-7405V CTP-7415M CTP-7415V

- CompactPCI expansion boards (CPZ series)

CPZ-7405M CPZ -7405V CPZ -7415M CPZ -7415V
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2.3 Functional Specifications

Function Description

Number of devices 16 (max.)
Motion controller PCL6045
Input clock frequency 19.6608 MHz
Number of axis controlled 4
Pulse output rates 0.073 Hz to 6.5 MHz

Note: Available range of pulse output rates varies according
to the velocity scale factor.

Number of positioning pulses -134217728 through +134217727
Acceleration and deceleration Linear, S-curve
Control signals - Forward direction end limit input (+EL)

- Reverse direction end limit input (-EL)
- Slow-down limit input (SD)
- Homing (ORG)
- Alarm input (ALM)
- Positioning completion input (INP)
- Positioning start input (PCS)
- Counter latch input (LTC)
- Counter clear input (CLR)
- Servo driver deviation counter clear input (ERC)

These signals are supported for each axis on the board.
Number of
channels

4

Counter length -134217728 through +134217727

Encoder

Mode Up/down pulse output
Single-edge, double-edge, and quad-edge evaluation

Deviation counter 4
Comparator 5 for each axis
General purpose digital input 12 (It is as common as the PCS, CLR, and LTC signals)
General purpose digital output 4
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Chapter 3  Installation and Board Configuration
3.1 Installing the Linux Driver Software

1.  Install the board into the open slot according to the manual of your board.
2.  Run Linux.
3.  Install the Linux driver software according to the instructions of the installer.

#sh install

Please refer to the readme.txt for details of how to install the driver software.

3.2 Loading the Driver Modules
Load the GPH-7400 driver modules with insmod. The following shows an example for the kernel version
2.4.2.
#cd /lib/modules/2.4.2/misc

#insmod dpg0100.o

#insmod cp7400.o

Load the dpg0101.o, and then load the cp7400. You must follow this loading order.

3.3 Configuring the Device Numbers
1.  Start the device number setting utility dpg0101.

#/usr/dpg0101

2.  When the device number setting utility starts, the following information and prompt will be displayed.
**************************************************

 Setup Utility

--------------------------------------------------

 Version: 1.01-02

--------------------------------------------------

 Copyright 2002 Interface Corporation.

                      All rights reserved.

**************************************************

Enter the model number of the product: GPG/GPH-
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3.  Enter 7400 and press the Enter key. The software searches every Interface motion controller board
installed on the system, then displays information about them.
============================================

Ref.ID | Model            | RSW1 | Device No.

--------------------------------------------

      1 | PCI/PAZ-7414V  |     0 |       1

--------------------------------------------

      2 | PCI/PAZ-7404M  |     1 |       2

============================================

Code Description

Ref. ID Reference ID of the board
Model Model number of the board
RSW1 RSW1 setting value
Device No. Device number assigned to the board.

4.  Select the command.
************* Command ************

1. Change the Device Number.

2. Delete the Device Number.

3. Load new device setting file.

4. Run the initialization program.

99.Exit the program.

**********************************

Enter the command number:

No. Command Description

1 Change the device number. Changes the device number of the board.
2 Delete the device number. Deletes the device number. To delete it, enter the ID of the

board.
3 Load new device setting file. Loads other device setting file.
4 Run the initialization program. The GPH-7400 doesn’t support this command.

99 Exit the program. Exit the device number setting utility.
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3.4 Programming
This section explains how to write the program. After writing the program, save this file named as
mtntest.c
This examples is the following setting.

- Target board: PCI/PAZ-7414V
- Target axis: axis X
- RSW1: 0
- Motion: PTP

#include <stdio.h>

#include “fbimtn.h”

int main()

{

    int  nRet;

    MTNMOTION  motion;

    unsigned long status;

    nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

    if(nRet != MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS){

        printf(“Failed to open the axis.\n”);

        return –1;

    }

    else printf(“Failed to open the axis\n”);

    motion.wClock = 299;

    motion.wAccMode = MTR_ACC_NORMAL;

    motion.fLowSpeed = (float)10.0;

    motion.fSpeed = (float)100.0;

    motion.ulAcc = 100;

    motion.ulDec = 100;

    motion.fSAccSpeed = (float)0.0;

    motion.fSDecSpeed = (float)0.0;

    motion.lStep = 1000;

    // PTP motion configuration

    nRet = MtnSetMotion(1, 0x01, MTR_PTP, &motion);

    if(nRet != MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS){

        printf(“Failed to configure the motion. \n”);

        return –1;
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                                                                        (Continued)

    }

    else printf(“The motion configuration is successfully completed.\n”);

    // Start the PTP motion.

    nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x01, MTR_ACC, MTR_PTP);

    if(nRet != MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS){

        printf(“Failed to start the motion. \n”);

        return –1;

    }

    else printf(“Starting motion is successfully completed.\n”);

    // Wait for starting the motion.

    do{

        nRet = MtnGetStatus(1, 0x01, MTR_BUSY, &status);

        if(nRet != MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS) break;

    }while(status & 0x07);

    nRet = MtnClose(1);

    if(nRet != MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS){

        printf(“Failed to close the axis. \n”);

        return –1;

    }

    else printf(“Closing the axis is successfully completed.\n”);

    return 0;

}

3.5 Compiling the Program
Compile the program made in “3.4 Programming.” Type the command as follows.
#gcc -o mtntest mtntest.c –lgpg7400

3.6 Running the Program
Run the program as follows.
#./mtntest
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Chapter 4  Reference
4.1 Programmig Guide

When you use two or more identical boards, remember to set the RSW1 on each board so as not to conflict
with any other before the board installation.

4.1.1 Initializing an Axis
The MtnOpen function initializes an axis.

4.1.2 Configuring Operation Parameters
The MtnSetPulseOut and MtnSetLimitConfig functions configure the pulse output mode and control signal
conditions, respectively.

4.1.3 Configuring Motion Parameter
The MtnSetMotion and MtnSetMotionLine functions configure the motion parameters.

4.1.4 Starting Motion
The MtnStartMotion or MtnStartRepeat function starts motion. If you request the synchronous start, the
motion does not start with these functions.

4.1.5 Stopping and Restarting Motion
The MtnStopMotion function stops motion. If you want to restart a motion, use the MtnRestart function.

4.1.6 Configuring and Starting Synchronized Activation
For synchronous activation, first verify that the axes are properly configured for synchronous activation.
Second, use the MtnSetSync function to command each axis to enter the ready state. Finally, use the
MtnOutputSync function to start the synchronous activation. Do not use the MtnStartMotion function.

4.1.7 Retrieving Status
The MtnGetStatus function retrieves operation status such as motion status, stop factor, and limit signals.

4.1.8 Reading and Writing the Counter
The MtnReadCounter and MtnWriteCounter functions respectively read and write the counter.

4.1.9 Controlling General Purpose Digital Input/Output Pins
The MtnOutputDO and MtnInputDI functions control general purpose digital I/O pins. The general purpose
digital input pins are used in common with the PCS, CLR, and LTC signals.
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4.1.10 Resetting the Motion Controller Board
To reset the motion controller board, first confirm board status by using the MtnGetStatus function. While
an interlock signal is inputted from the outside, execution of the activation function such as the
MtnStartMotion, MtnStartRepeat functions and so on becomes impossible.
When the interlock reset capability is valid, the configuration for controller and motion parameter is reset at
the time of an interlock signal input. You specify the reset capability to enable or disable of the reset
capability when the MtnOpen function is called.
Similarly, an external reset signals is reset. When a reset capability is valid, the configuration for controller
and motion parameter is reset at the time of an external reset signal input. Finally, call the MtnReset
function to reset the motion controller board.

4.1.11 Executing the Callback Routine
The callback routine can be called at the following situations.

- Interrupt occurred.
- The specified nubmer of sampling was completed.

To execute the callback routine, configure the callback routine source by using the MtnSetEvent function.
When setting 1, the callback routine is executed. When an interrupt occurs, interrupt source can be
retrieved by using the MtnGetEventFactor function.

4.1.12 Closing the Axis
The MtnClose function closes the axis and releases the resources.
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4.2 List of Functions

No. Function Description

1 MtnOpen Opens an axis of the motion controller and enables to access to the axis.
2 MtnClose Closes the axis of the motion controller board and releases the resources.

Any subsequent accesses to the board are forbidden.
3 MtnReset Resets the motion controller or motion settings of each axis.
4 MtnSetPulseOut Configures the pulse output settings.
5 MtnSetLimitConfig Configures the limit signal settings.
6 MtnSetCounterConfig Configures operation modes of the output pulse counter, encoder counter, or

deviation counter.
7 MtnSetComparator Configures the comparator function control mode.
8 MtnSetSync Configures startup and stop condition settings.
9 MtnSetRevise Configures compensation and vibration supression settings.
10 MtnSetERCConfig Configures the setting of the ERC output signal.
11 MtnSetMotion Configures the following motion parameters for each axis.
12 MtnSetMotionLine Configures the linear interpolation 1 parameteres.
13 MtnSetSyncLine Configures the linear interpolation 2 parameters.
14 MtnSetMotionArc Configures the circular interpolation parameters.
15 MtnSetMotionCp Configures Continuous Path (CP) motion parameters.
16 MtnGetPulseOut Retrieves the pulse output settings.
17 MtnGetLimitConfig Retrieves the limit signal settings.
18 MtnGetCounterConfig Retrieves operation modes of the output pulse counter, encoder counter, or

deviation counter.
19 MtnGetComparator Retrieves the comparator function control modes.
20 MtnGetSync Retrieves startup and stop condition settings.
21 MtnGetRevise Retrieves compensation and vibration supression settings.
22 MtnGetERCConfig Retrieves the setting of the ERC output signal.
23 MtnGetMotion Retrieves the following motion parameters.
24 MtnGetMotionLine Retrieves the linear interpolation 1 parameteres.
25 MtnGetSyncLine Retrieves the linear interpolation 2 parameters.
26 MtnGetMotionArc Retrieves the circular interpolation parameters.
27 MtnGetMotionCp Retrieves Continuous Path (CP) motion parameters.
28 MtnStartMotion Starts the motions such as jogging, homing, PTP, timer, and linear

interpolation, and so on.
29 MtnStopMotion Stops the motions.
30 MtnRestart Restarts the motion when the motion stopped.
31 MtnStartRepeat Starts continuous PTP motion and continuous interpolation.
32 MtnOutputSync Controls the synchronous start/stop, and clock signchronization signals.
33 MtnChangeSpeed Changes the velocity while the axis is operating.
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(Continued)

No. Function Description

34 MtnChangeStep Changes the target position during the PTP motions.
35 MtnGetStatus Retrieves the status of the related the motion.
36 MtnReadSpeed Retrieves the current steady-state frequency.
37 MtnReadCounter Reads the counter value.
38 MtnWriteCounter Writes the counter value.
39 MtnOutputDO Controls the general purpose digital output pins.
40 MtnInputDI Reads the status of the general purpose digital input pins.
41 MtnSetEvent Configures the interrupt event handling such as registration of messages and a

user-supplied callback routine.
42 MtnGetEvent Retrieves the interrupt event handling such as registration of messages and a

user-supplied callback routine.
43 MtnGetEventFactor Retrieves interrupt sources.
44 MtnSetSampleCounter Configures the sampling condition settings.
45 MtnGetSampleCounter Retrieves the sampling condition settings.
46 MtnStartSampleCounter Starts the counter sampling.
47 MtnStopSampleCounter Stops the counter sampling.
48 MtnGetSampleStatus Retrieves the counter sampling status.
49 MtnGetSampleData Retrieves the sampling data.
50 MtnSetCmdBufferData Saves the motion data to a command buffer (EEPROM).
51 MtnGetCmdBufferData Retrieves the motion data in a command buffer (EEPROM).
52 MtnStartCmdBuffer Starts the command buffer capability.
53 MtnStopCmdBuffer Stops the command buffer capability.
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4.2.1 MtnOpen
The MtnOpen function opens an axis of the motion controller and enables to access to the axis.

int MtnOpen(

int nDevice,

unsinged long ulFlag

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number to open.

ulFlag Specifies an open flag.

Code Description

MTR_FLAG_NORMAL The MtnStartSampleCounter function is
operated synchronously. (The process does
not return until a sampling is completed after
executing the function.)

MTR_FLAG_OVERLAPPED The MtnStartSampleCounter function is
operated asynchrnously. (The process returns
immediately after executing the function.)

MTR_ILOCK_RESET_OFF*1 Disables reset by the interlock.
MTR_EXT_RESET_OFF*1 Disables reset by the external reset signal

input.
MTR_FLAG_SHARE*2 Specifies that any other applications can

share the axis.

Notes:
- MTR_ILOCK_RESET_OFF, MTR_EXT_RESET_OFF, and

MTR_FLAG_SHARE use bitwise OR operator with MTR_FLAG_NORMAL
or MTR_FLAG_OVERLAPPED.

-*1 When the reset is enabled, the configuration on the board is reset at interlock
or external signal assertion. This capability corresponds with the
MTR_CTL_RESET of the MtnReset function. Reset is enabled at the default
setting.

-*2 Two or more applications are applicable to share at the same device when
using bitwise OR operator to the MTR_FLAG_SHARE. The device opened by
MTR_FLAG_SHARE should be specified to MTR_FLAG_SHARE when
opening the device by using another application.

Return Value
The MtnOpen function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen( 1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL );

Open the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.2 MtnClose
The MtnClose function closes the axis of the motion controller board and releases the resources. Any
subsequent accesses to the board are forbidden.

int MtnClose(

int nDevice

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number to open by the MtnOpen function.

Return Value
The MtnClose function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
If you access to the board again, reopen it to call the MtnOpen function. When this function is called while
the motor is running, stop the motion. After closing the axis, the specified motion parameters are cleared.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen( 1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL );

if(!nRet){

    .

    .

    .

   nRet = MtnClose(1);

}

Close the axis whose device number is 1.
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4.2.3 MtnReset
The MtnReset function resets the motion controller or motion settings of each axis.

int MtnReset(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opend by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to reset the motion controller or motion setting.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies the reset item.

Code Description

MTR_RESET_CTL Reset the controller on the board. The axis
which is running stops. Regardless of wAxis
setting, the following settins for four axes are
reset and configured to the default setting
value.
 - Motion setting
 - Control signal setting
 - Pulse output setting
 - Counter setting
 - Counter value

MTR_RESET_MOTION Reset the motion setting of specified axis and
pre-register to the default setting value. The
axis which is running stops.

Return Value
The MtnReset function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

if(!nRet){

   .

   .

   .

   nRet = MtnReset(1, 0x01, MTR_RESET_MOTION);

}

Reset the motion settings of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.4 MtnSetPulseOut
The MtnSetPulseOut function configures the pulse output settings.

int MtnSetPulseOut(

int nDevice

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short wConfig

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure pulse output settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item.

Code Description

MTR_METHOD Pulse output mode
MTR_IDLING Idling method
MTR_FINISH_FLAG Motion completion flag
MTR_SYNC_OUT Timing of internal synchronous activation

signal output

wConfig Specifies the setting value.
<wMode = MTR_METHOD>
Configure the pulse output mode.

Bit15 through
bit5

Bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved DUTY WAIT DIR OUT PULSE

The default setting value is 1h
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Bit Description

bit15 through bit5 Reserved (specify 0)
Specifies pulse width.
0 50% duty cycle

bit4

1 Automatic change of constant pulse
width and constant duty cycle according
to the velocity

Specifies a delay timer.
0 No delay for starting motions when

changing direction

bit3

1 200 microseconds delay occurs when
changing direction

Specifies logic level of the DIR signal.
0 The axis is rotated with CW direction

when the DIR signal goes high level.

bit2

1 The axis is rotated with CCW direction
when the DIR signal goes high level.

Specifies logic level of the OUT signal
0 Active low

bit1

1 Active high
Specifies a pulse output mode.
0 CW/CCW mode

bit0

1 Step/Dir mode

<wMode = MTR_IDLING>
Specifies the number of idling pulses in the range of 0 through 6 pulses. The
default setting value is 0 pulse.
Note: When the idling pulses are invalid for the linear interpolation and

circular interpolation, specify MTR_RESET_CTL by the MtnReset
function. In this case, reconfigure such as the pulse output or control
signal.

<wMode = MTR_FINISH_FLAG>
Specifies the timing of pulse output completion.

Code Description

MTR_PULSE_OUT
(default setting value)

The motion completion flag is enabled when
the pulse otput is completed.

MTR_INP The motion completion flag is enabled by INP
signal assertion after the pulse output is
completed.

MTR_PULSE_OFF The motion completion flag is enabled without
waiting for the pulse output cycle completion.
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Note: The motion completion flag means flag of bit5 that indicates motion status
obtained by the MtnGetStatus function. To confirm the pulse output completion,
use this flag. When the motion completion flag is configured while the axis is
running, this setting is enabled after the motor operation is completed and the next
motion starts.

<wMode = MTR_SYNC_OUT>
Specifies the timing of internal synchrnous activation signal.

Code Description

MTR_SYNC_OFF
(default setting value)

Internal synchronous activation signal outupt
is not executed when the comparison condition
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP1 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 1
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP2 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 2
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP3 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 3
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP4 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 4
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP5 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 5
is satisfied.

MTR_ACC_START Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the acceleration starts.

MTR_ACC_FINISH Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when acceleration is completed.

MTR_DEC_START Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when deceleration starts.

MTR_DEC_FINISH Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when deceleration is completed.
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Return Value
The MtnSetPulseOut function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- The configured pulse output method by using this function needs to accord with the motor driver setting

which you are using.

- For the same data of each axis, it is possible to configure synchronous activation of the number of
specified axes. In the case of different data for each axis, the synchronous activation can not be specified.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen ( 1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL );

     .

     .

     .

nRet = MtnSetPulseOut(1, 0x0F, MTR_METHOD, 0x00);

Configure the pulse output mode of axis X through axis U on the board whose device number is 1. The
following table is shown the settings.

Mode CW/CCW mode
Logic The OUT signal is active low.
Direction The DIR signal goes high level, rotate the axis with

CW direction.
Delay Timer No delay for starting motions when changing

direction.
Pulse Width 50% of duty cycle
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4.2.5 MtnSetLimitConfig
The MtnSetLimitConfig function configures the limit signal settings.

int MtnSetLimitConfig(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short wConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the control signal settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item.

Code Description

MTR_LOGIC Input logic levels
MTR_SD_FUNC SD (Slow-Down) capability
MTR_SD_ACTIVE SD signal motion input
MTR_ORG_FUNC ORG capability
MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT The number of stop count of the

ORG and phase Z signal input
MTR_ALM_FUNC ALM signal capability
MTR_SIGNAL_FILTER External input filter
MTR_EL_FUNC EL signal capability
MTR_EZ_ACTIVE Input logic level of the phase Z

signal
MTR_LTC_FUNC Input logic level of the LTC signal
MTR_CLR_FUNC Input logic level of the CLR signal
MTR_PCS_FUNC Input logic level of the PCS signal
MTR_PCS_ACTIVE PCS capability motion input
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wConfig Specifies a setting value. The specified data depends on the configuration
item of wMode.
<wMode = MTR_LOGIC>
Specifies the input logic setting

bit15 through bit10 bit9 bit8

Reserved PCS INP
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

- ALM ORG - - +/-EL - SD

The default setting is 0h. (all active low)

Bit Description

bit15 through bit10, bit7, bit4, bit3, bit1 Reserved
0 Active lowbit9, bit8, bit6, bit5, bit2, bit0
1 Active high

<wMode = MTR_SD_FUNC>
Specifies the SD signal capability setting.

Code Description

MTR_CHANGE_SD_SPEED
(default setting value)

If the SD signal is asserted, the velocity decreases to
the startup velocity. The controller continues to output
pulses at the startup velocity. When the constant
velocity is specified to the starting mode by using the
MtnStartMotion function, the velocity does not
decelerate.

MTR_DEC_STOP_SIGNAL If the SD signal is asserted, the velocity decreases to
the startup velocity, and then the controller stops
executing pulse output.

MTR_SD_OFF The SD signal control is disabled.

<wMode = MTR_SD_ACTIVE>
Specifies the SD signal motion input setting.

Code Description

MTR_SIGNAL_LEVEL
(default setting value)

The SD signal operates as a level sensitive signal.

MTR_SIGNAL_LATCH The SD signal operates as a latched signal.
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Note:
<Level-motion Input>
When the external input of SD signal is on, the status of the SD signal level
inside the board changes and the signal maintains the level status while the
signal input is on.

<Latch-motion Input>
As same as the level-motion input, when external input of the SD signal is
on, the status of the SD signal level inside the board changes. And the level
status is not released when the external input of the SD signal is deasserted,
and keep the status as it is.

<wMode = MTR_ORG_FUNC>
Specifies the ORG signal capablity setting. Configures the stop condition of
homing.

Code Description

MTR_ORG_STOP
(default setting value)

Stops the homing immediately when the ORG
signal is asserted. *1

MTR_ORG_DEC_EZ_STOP Starts decelerating the homing when the ORG
signal is asserted. *2 Then motion stops immediately
when the specified number of phase Z signal is
counted up.

MTR_ORG_EZ_STOP Stops the homing when the specified number of
phase Z signal are counted up after the ORG signal
is asserted. *1

MTR_ORG_REVERSAL Operates the three following motions.
1. Homing is stopped at the ORG signal assertion. *1

2. The motion is running to the opposite direction
with startup velocity until the ORG signal is
deasserted.
3. The motion starts to the original position with
startup velocity.
4. The motion stops at the ORG signal assertion.

MTR_ORG_REV_EZ_STOP Stops the homing or with deceleration at the ORG
signal assertion. After that, the motion is reversed.
Then, the specified number of phase Z signal by
MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT is counted up and the
motion stops.

MTR_ORG_STOP_ZERO Stops the homing immediately or with deceleration
when the ORG signal assertion. After that, the
motion is continued running until the encoder
counter value becomes 0.
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(Continued)

Code Description

MTR_ORG_EZ_STOP_ZERO Stops the homing when the number of phase Z
pulses specified by MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT are
counted up after the ORG signal assertion. After
that, the motion is continued running until the
encoder counter value becomes 0.

MTR_ORG_REV_EZ_ZERO Stops the homing immediately or with deceleration
when the ORG signal assertion. After that, the
motion is reversed until the number of phase Z
pulses specified by MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT are
counted up. After that, the motion is continued
running until the encoder counter value becomes 0.

Note: *1 The motion depends on the starting mode by the MtnStartMotion
function as follows.

- When the constant velocity is specified to the starting mode, the
motion is stopped immediately.

- When the acceleration and deceleration or deceleration after
constant velocity is specified to the starting mode, the motion is
decelerated to the startup velocity and stopped.

*2 If the constant velocity is specified to the starting mode by using the
MtnStartMotion function, the motion does not decelerate.

<wMode = MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT>
Specifies the number of the ORG and phase Z signal input count before
stopping motion. The setting range is from 1 through 16. The default setting
value is 1.

<wMode = MTR_ALM_FUNC>
Specifies the ALM signal capability setting.

Code Description

MTR_ALM_STOP
(default setting value)

Stops all motion immediately at the ALM signal
assertion.

MTR_ALM_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration at the ALM
signal assertion. If the constant velocity is
specified to the starting mode by using the
MtnStartMotion function, the motion stops
immediately without deceleration.
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<wMode = MTR_SIGNAL_FILTER>
Specifies the external input filter setting.

Code Description

MTR_OFF
(default setting value)

Disables the external signal input filter.

MTR_ON Enables the external signal input filter.

Notes:
- When the filter is enabled, the filter is inserted to the +/-EL, SD, ORG, ALM, and

INP signal input.
- To prevent a mlfunction by the noise, the pulse width of 4 microseconds or smaller

is ignored when inserting the filter.

<wMode = MTR_EL_FUNC>
Specifies the EL signal capability.

Code Description

MTR_EL_STOP
(default setting value)

Stops all motion immediately at the EL signal
assertion.

MTR_EL_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration at the EL signal
assertion. When the constant velocity is specified
to the starting motion by using the MtnStartMotion
function, stop the motion immediately without
deceleration.

<wMode = MTR_EZ_ACTIVE>
Specifies the phase Z signal input logic setting.

Code Description

MTR_DOWN_EDGE
(default setting value)

Falling edge

MTR_UP_EDGE Rising edge

<wMode = MTR_LTC_FUNC>
Specifies the LTC signal input logic setting.

Code Description

MTR_DOWN_EDGE
(default setting value)

Latches counter value at the falling edge of
the LTC signal.

MTR_UP_EDGE Latches counter value at the rising edge of the
LTC signal.
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<wMode = MTR_CLR_FUNC>
Specifies the CLR signal input logic setting.

Code Description

MTR_DOWN_EDGE
(default setting value)

Clears a counter at the falling edge of the
CLR signal.

MTR_UP_EDGE Clears a counter at the rising edge of the CLR
signal.

MTR_LOW_LEVEL Clears a counter when the CLR signal goes
low level.

MTR_HIGH_LEVEL Clears a counter when the CLR signal goes
high level.

<wMode = MTR_PCS_FUNC>
Specifies the PCS signal capability.

Code Description

MTR_OFF
(default setting value)

Disables the PCS capability during the PTP
motion.

MTR_ON Performs jogging until the PCS signal is
asserted. Then, PTP motion of the number of
specified pulses starts.

MTR_EXT_START Starts synchronous activation of only own
axis at the PCS signal assertion.

<wMode = MTR_PCS_ACTIVE>
Specifies the PCS signal capability motion input. This parameter disposes as
well as the PCS signal input. In this case, wConfig is not used.

Return Value
The MtnSetLimitConfig function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- It is possible to configure the setting of the number of specified axes synchronously. In this case, the same

data for each axes should be configured.

- You cannot configure the different data for two or more axes synchronously.

- If the SD and PCS signal capability is configured during the motor operation, the configureation enables
then the motor is completed.
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Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

        .

        .

        .

nRet = MtnSetLimitConfig(1, 0x02, MTR_LOGIC, 0x04);

Configure the active high and active low for various signals of axis Y on the board whose device number
is 1. The settings is shown below.

Active High +/-EL signal
Active Low PCS, INP, ALM, ORG, and SD signals
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4.2.6 MtnSetCounterConfig
The MtnSetCounterConfig function configures operation modes of the output pulse counter, encoder
counter, or deviation counter.

int MtnSetCounterConfig(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short wConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opend by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the counter setting.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item to be configured.

Code Description

MTR_ENCODER_MODE Encoder input mode
MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_ORG Motion of homing completion
MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_CLR CLR signal assertion
MTR_LATCH_MODE Latch method of counter
MTR_DECLINO_MODE Latch method of current velocity
MTR_SOFT_LATCH Counter latch

wConfig Specifies the setting value.
<wMode = MTR_ENCODER_MODE>
Specifies the encoder input mode.

Code Description

MTR_SINGLE
(default setting value)

Single-edge evaluation

MTR_DOUBLE Double-edge evaluation
MTR_QUAD Quad-edge evaluation
MTR_UP_DOWN Up/down pulse
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<wMode =MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_ORG>
Specifies the setting to whether the counter value will be cleard or not when
the homing is completed.

bit15 through bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved CU3R CU2R CU1R

The default setting value is 7h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit3 Reserved
Deviation counter

0 Not clear
bit2

1 Clear
Encoder counter

0 Not clear
bit1

1 Clear
Output pulse counter

0 Not clear
bit0

1 Clear

<wMode = MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_CLR>
Specifies the setting to whether the couter value will be cleared or not when
the CLR signal is asserted.

bit15 through bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved CU3C CU2C CU1C

The default setting value is 0h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit3 Reserved
Deviation counter

0 Not clear
bit2

1 Clear
Encoder counter

0 Not clear
bit1

1 Clear
Output pulse counter

0 Not clear
bit0

1 Clear
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<wMode = MTR_LATCH_MODE>
Specifies the latch method of counter.

Code Description

MTR_OFF Latch capability is not used.
MTR_ORG Latches the counter when the ORG

signal is asserted.
MTR_LTC
(default setting value)

Latches the counter when the LTC
signal is asserted.

MTR_COMP4 Latches the counter when the
comparison condition 4 is satisfied.

MTR_COMP5 Latches the counter when the
comparison condition 5 is satisfied.

<wMode = MTR_DECLINO_MODE>
Specifies the latch method of current velocity.

Code Description

MTR_DECLINO
(default setting value)

Latches the deviation counter.

MTR_SPEED Latches the current velocity.

Note: If MTR_SPEED is specified, the current velocity is latched
when the deviation counter is latched.

<wMode = MTR_SOFT_LATCH>
After issuing a counter latch command, configures pulse counter
and encoder counter. Also the configured counter (a deviation
counter or current velocity data) by MTR_DECLINO_MODE
are latched.

Return Value
The MtnSetCounterConfig function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes

Comments
- It is possible to configure the setting of the number of specified axes synchronously. In this case, the same

data for each axes should be configured.

- You cannot configure the different data for two or more axes synchronously.
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Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

        .

        .

        .

nRet = MtnSetCounterConfig(1, 0x01, MTR_ENCODER_MODE, MTR_SINGLE);

Configure the signal-edge evaluation with encoder input mode of axis X on the board whose device
number is 1.
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4.2.7 MtnSetComparator
The MtnSetComparator function configures the comparator function control mode.

int MtnSetComparator(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wCompNo,

PMTNCOMP pComp

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the comparison settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wCompNo Specifies the comparison condition number. The range is MTR_COMP1
through MTR_COMP5. One axis can configure five comparison condtions.

pComp Points to the MTNCOMP structure to store the configrued parameter. Refer
to the MTNCOMP structure for more details.

Return Value
The MtnSetComparator function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are

configured by array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNCOMP Comp[4];

Code Description

Comp[0] Comparison condition setting of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Comp[1] Comparison condition setting of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Comp[2] Comparison condition setting of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Comp[3] Comparison condition setting of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you configure the comparison condition setting of only axis Z, the array of the MTNCOMP
structure should be decleared as mentioned above. The comparison condition setting of axis Z will
be configured to the third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head
of the arrangement as pComp.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNCOMP Comp[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

          .

          .

          .

Comp[0].wConfig = MTR_EQ;

Comp[0].wMotion = MTR_STOP;

Comp[0].lCounter = 500;

Comp[0].wCntType = MTR_CMP_COUNTER;

Comp[1].wConfig = MTR_EQ_DOWN;

Comp[1].wMotion = MTR_DEC;

Comp[1].lCounter = -500;

Comp[1].wCntType = MTR_CMP_COUNTER;

Comp[2].wConfig = MTR_GT;

Comp[2].wMotion = MTR_STOP;

Comp[2].lCounter =1000;

Comp[2].wCntType = MTR_CMP_COUNTER;

nRet = MtnSetComparator(1, 0x07, MTR_COMP1, Comp);

Configure the comparison condition setting of axis X, axis Y, and axis Z on the board whose device
number is 1.
- Axis X

Stops the motion immediately when the output pulse counter reaches 500.
- Axis Y

Stops the motion with deceleration when the output pulse counter reaches -500.
- Axis Z

Stops the motion immediately when the output pulse counter reaches 1000 or greater.
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4.2.8 MtnSetSync
The MtnSetSync function configures startup and stop condition settings. For the CompactPCI boards, the
synchronous signal line setting can be configured. Refer to the user’s manual about the synchronous
activation of the CompatctPCI boards.

int MtnSetSync(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short *pwSync

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the startup and stop condtion settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item to configure the setting.

Code Description

MTR_START_MODE Start condition
MTR_EXT_STOP Synchrnous stop signal capability
MTR_START_LINE Synchrnous start signal line
MTR_STOP_LINE Synchrnous stop signal line

pwSync Points to a variable to store the acquired value. The startup condition of axis
specified by wAxis is stored in the corresponding arrangement element.

Index Description

0 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis X
1 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis Y
2 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis Z
3 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis U

Note: For synchronous start/stop signal line, you do not need to specify array
element.
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<wMode = MTR_START_MODE>
Specifies the startup condition.

Code Description

MTR_NO
(default setting value)

No startup conditions

MTR_X Startup when the axis X stops.*1

MTR_Y Startup when the axis Y stops. *1

MTR_Z Startup when the axis Z stops. *1

MTR_U Startup when the axis U stops. *1

MTR_SYNC_X Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis X. *2

MTR_SYNC_Y Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis Y. *2

MTR_SYNC_Z Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis Z. *2

MTR_SYNC_U Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis U. *2

MTR_SYNC_EXT Startup when the synchronous start signal is input. *3

Notes:
- *1 These settings are retrieved by using the ORed-data.
- *2 For the internal synchronous signal output of MTR_SYNC_X through

MTR_SYNC_U, refer to the MtnSetPulseOut function.
- *3 In this setting, the motion start by the synchronous start signal input.

Refer to the MtnOutputSync function.

<wMode = MTR_EXT_STOP>
Specifies the synchronous stop signal capability.

Code Description

MTR_OFF
(default setting value)

Disables the synchronous stop signal input.

MTR_CSTP_STOP Stops the motion by synchronous stop signal
immediately.

MTR_CSTP_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration by the
synchronous stop signal. When the constant
velocity is specified to startup mode by using
the MtnStartMotion function, the motion stops
immediately without deceleration.
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<wMode = MTR_START_LINE>
Specifies the synchronous start signal line.

Value Signal Line

0h (default setting value) SYN0
1h SYN1
2h SYN2
3h SYN3
4h SYN4
5h SYN5
6h SYN6
7h SYN7

Notes:
- This setting is applicable only to the CompactPCI boards.
- The signal line assigned for synchronous stop signal line cannot be

configured.

<wMode = MTR_STOP_LINE>
Specifies the synchronous stop signal line.

Value Signal Line

0h SYN0
1h (default setting value) SYN1

2h SYN2
3h SYN3
4h SYN4
5h SYN5
6h SYN6
7h SYN7

Notes:
- This setting is applicable only to the CompactPCI boards.
- The signal line assigned for synchronous start signal line cannot be

configured.

Return Value
The MtnSetSync function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- If activation conditions are specified by using this function, it will not start until the activation condition

is satisfied.

- After configuring an activation condition by this function, the motion starts after the following step.
1. The MtnSetSync function is called.
2. The waiting state for activation condition is shifted by calling the MtnStartMotion function.
3. The motion starts when the activation condition is satisfied.

- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are
configured by array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
unsigned short wSync[4];

Code Description

wSync[0] Startup and stop condition setting of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

wSync[1] Startup and stop condition setting of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

wSync[2] Startup and stop condition setting of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

wSync[3] Startup and stop condition setting of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you configure the startup and stop condition setting of only axis Z, the array should be decleared
as mentioned above. The startup and stop condition setting of axis Z will be configured to the third
array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head of the arrangement as
pwSync.
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Example 1
int nRet;

unsigned short  wSync[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

            .

            .

            .

wSync[0] = MTR_NO;

wSync[1] = MTR_X;

wSync[2] = MTR_Y;

wSync[3] = MTR_Z;

nRet = MtnSetSync(1, 0x0F, MTR_START_MODE, wSync);

            .

            .

            .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x0F, MTR_ACC, MTR_PTP);

Configure the following settings on the board whose device number is 1.

Axis Description

X Startup the motion without any conditions.
Y Startup the motion when the axis X stops.
Z Startup the motion when the axis Y stops.
U Startup the motion when the axis Z stops.

Example 2
int nRet;

unsigned short  wSync;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

            .

            .

            .

wSync = 0x01;

nRet = MtnSetSync(1, 0x0F, MTR_START_LINE, &wSync);

            .

            .

            .

Configure the synchronous start signal line of the CompactPCI boards to SYN1.
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4.2.9 MtnSetRevise
The MtnSetRevise function configures compensation and vibration supression settings.

int MtnSetRevise(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned long ulConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the control compensation and vibration supression
settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item to configure setting.

Code Description

MTR_PULSE Number of pulses for compensation
MTR_REVISE_MODE Compensation method
MTR_COUNTER_MODE Motion at the counter compensation
MTR_REST_RT Timing for reverse motion
MTR_REST_FT Timing for forward motion

ulConfig Specifies the setting value. Refer to the followings.
<wMode = MTR_PULSE>
Specifies the number of pulses to compensation in the range of 1 through
4095 pulses. The default setting value is 1h.
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<wMode = MTR_REVISE_MODE>
Specifies the compensation method.

Code Description

MTR_REVISE_OFF
(default setting value)

Compensation is disabled.

MTR_BACK Backlash compensation
MTR_SLIP Slip compensation

<wMode = MTR_COUNT_MODE>
Specifies the setting whether the counter counts or not while the
backlash/slip compensation is operating.

bit15 through bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved CU3B CU2B CU1B

The default setting value is 0h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit3 Reserved
Deviation counter

0 Disable
bit2

1 Enable
Encoder counter

0 Disable
bit1

1 Enable
Output pulse counter

0 Disable
bit0

1 Enable

<wMode = MTR_RESET_RT, MTR_RESET_FT>
Specifies the timing of the vibration surpression for the forward or reverse
motion in the range of 1 through 65535. When 0 is specified, the vibration
surpression capability is disabled. To enable this function, you need to
configure the timing of pulse output completion capability to
MTR_PULSE_OFF by using the MtnSetPulseOut function. The default
setting value is 0h.

Example: When you specify 1000, unit can be acquired as follows.
1000 * 1.6 = 1600 microseconds

Return Value
The MtnSetRevise function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- It is possible to configure the setting of the number of specified axes synchronously. In this case, the same

data for each axes should be configured.

- You cannot configure the different data for two or more axes synchronously.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnSetRevise(1, 0x01, MTR_PULSE, 4095);

Configure the number of pulses for compensation of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.10 MtnSetERCConfig
The MtnSetERCConfig function configures the setting of the ERC output signal.

int MtnSetERCConfig(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short wConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure settings of the ERC output signal.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies the item to configure the ERC output signal.

Code Description

MTR_AUTO Automatic output
MTR_LOGIC Output logic
MTR_WIDTH Output pulse width
MTR_OFF_TIMER Timer period when the signal is deasserted.
MTR_SIGNAL_ON Signal output
MTR_SIGNAL_OFF Reset of the ERC signal output
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wConfig Specifies the setting value.

<wMode = MTR_AUTO>
Specifies automatic output of the ERC output signal.

bit15 through bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved EROR EROE

The default setting value is 0h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit2 Reserved
The ERC signal output during
homing operation.

0 Disable

bit1

1 Enable
The ERC signal output when the
motion stops immediately by the
EL or ALM signal assertion.

0 Disable

bit0

1 Enable

<wMode = MTR_LOGIC>
Specifies the output logic of the ERC signal output.

Code Description

MTR_ACTIVE_LOW
(default setting value)

Active low

MTR_ACTIVE_HIGH Active high

<wMode = MTR_WIDTH>
Specifies output pulse width of the ERC output signal.

Code Description

MTR_12MICRO
(default setting value)

12 microseconds

MTR_102MICRO 102 microseconds
MTR_409MICRO 409 microseconds
MTR_1600MICRO 1600 microseconds
MTR_13M 13 ms
MTR_52M 52 ms
MTR_104M 104 ms
MTR_LEVEL Level output
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<wMode = MTR_OFF_TIMER>
Specifies the timer period that the ERC output signal is deasserted.

Bit Description

MTR_ZERO
(default setting value)

0 microsecond

MTR_12MICRO 12 microseconds
MTR_1600MICRO 1600 microseconds
MTR_104M 104 ms

<wMode = MTR_SIGNAL_ON>
Outputs the ERC output signal. In this case, wConfig is not used.

<wMode = MTR_SIGNAL_OFF>
Resets the output when the ERC output signal is configured to level output.
In this case, wConfig is not used.

Return Value
The MtnSetERCConfig function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- It is possible to configure the setting of the number of specified axes synchronously. In this case, the same

data for each axes should be configured.

- You cannot configure the different data for two or more axes synchronously.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnSetERCConfig(1, 0x01, MTR_LOGIC, MTR_ACTIVE_LOW);

Configure the ERC output signal of axis X to active low on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.11 MtnSetMotion
The MtnSetMotion fuction configures the following motion parameters for each axis.

- Jogging
- Homing
- PTP
- Timer
- Single-stepping
- Origin searching
- Origin escaping
- Present position counter reset
- Continuous PTP

int MtnSetMotion(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned long ulMode,

PMTNMOTION lpMotion

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the motion parameters.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.
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ulMode Specifies an item to configure the motion.

Code Description

MTR_JOG Jogging
MTR_ORG Homing
MTR_PTP PTP
MTR_TIMER Timer
MTR_SINGLE_STEP Single-stepping
MTR_ORG_SEARCH Origin searching
MTR_ORG_EXIT Origin escaping
MTR_ORG_ZERO Output pulse counter moves until the counter

value becomes 0.
MTR_PTP_REPEAT*1 Continuous PTP
MTR_REPEAT_CLEAR Clear of continous PTP

Notes: *1

- Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_PTP_REPEAT with the setting
of motion.

Example: C
MTR_PTP_REPEAT | 0x05

Changes the fifth motion of continuous PTP.
- Using only MTR_PTP_REPEAT, it is added to the tail end of registered data.
- The maximum registration number of the continuous PTP is 4095.

lpMotion Points to the MTNMOTION structure to configure the motion parameters.

Return Value
The MtnSetMotion function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- If MTR_ORG_EXIT is specified, you need to startup of constant velocity by using the MtnStartMotion

function.

- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are
configured by array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNMOTION Motion[4];

Code Description

Motion[0] Motion parameters of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Motion[1] Motion parameters of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Motion[2] Motion parameters of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Motion[3] Motion parameters of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you configure the motion parameter setting of only axis Z, the array of the MTNMOTION
structure should be decleared as mentioned above. The motion parameter setting of axis Z will be
configured to the third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head of
the arrangement as lpMotion.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNMOTION Motion[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

      .

      .

      .

Motion[0].wClock = 299;

Motion[0].wAccMode = MTR_ACC_SIN;

Motion[0].fLowSpeed = 50;

Motion[0].fSpeed = 1200;

Motion[0].ulAcc = 500;

Motion[0].ulDec = 700;

Motion[0].fSAccSpeed = 200;

Motion[0].fSDecSpeed = 300;

Motion[0].lStep = 2500;

Motion[1].wClock = 299;

Motion[1].wAccMode = MTR_ACC_NORMAL;

Motion[1].fLowSpeed = 100;

Motion[1].fSpeed = 1000;

Motion[1].ulAcc = 900;

Motion[1].ulDec = 1200;

Motion[1].fSAccSpeed = 0;

Motion[1].fSDecSpeed = 0;

Motion[1].lStep = -100;

nRet = MtnSetMotion(1, 0x03, MTR_PTP, Motion);

Configure the motion parameters of axis X and axis Y on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.12 MtnSetMotionLine
The MtnSetMotionLine function configures the linear interpolation 1 parameteres.

int MtnSetMotionLine(

int nDevice,

unsigned long ulMode,

PMTNLINE pLine

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

ulMode Specifies the motion profile.

Code Description

MTR_LINE_NORMAL Linear interpolation
MTR_LINE_REPEAT*1 Continuous linear interpolation

MTR_REPEAT_CLEAR Clear of continuous linear interpolation

Notes*1:
- Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_LINE_REPEAT with the number

of the motion to be configured.
Example: C
MTR_LINE_REPEAT | 0x05

Changes the fifth motion of continuous linear interpolation.
- Using only MTR_LINE_REPEAT, it is added to the tail end of registered data.
- The maximum number of registration of continuous interpolation is 4095.

pLine Points to the MTNLINE structure to configure linear interpolation parameters.

Return Value
The MtnSetMotionLine function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNLINE  Line;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

Line.wAxis = 0x07;

Line.wClock = 299;

Line.wMode = MTR_LINE;

Line.wAccMode = MTR_ACC_NORMAL;

Line.fLowSpeed = 10;

Line.fSpeed = 1000;

Line.ulAcc = 100;

Line.ulDec = 100;

Line.fSAccSpeed = 0;

Line.fSDecSpeed = 0;

Line.lStep[0] = 5;

Line.lStep[1] = 10;

Line.lStep[2] = 2;

nRet = MtnSetMotionLine(1, MTR_LINE_NORMAL, &Line);

if(!nRet) nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x07, MTR_CONST, MTR_LINE);

Configure the linear interpolation 1 of axis X, axis Y, and axis Z on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.13 MtnSetSyncLine
The MtnSetSyncLine function configures the linear interpolation 2 parameters.

int MtnSetSyncLine(

int nDevice,

long lMaxStep,

PMTNLINE pLine

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

lMaxStep Specifies the maximum number of moving pulse in the number of moving pulse of an
axis to perform the interpolation. The default setting value is 1000.

pLine Points to the MTNLINE structure to configure the linear interpolation.

Return Value
The MtnSetSyncLine function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- The linear interpolation 2 cannot be configured when the setting register value in the driver is the

following formula:
Deceleration time setting register > acceleration time setting register.

- The value of lStep and lMaxStep of the MTNLINE structure should be satisfied with the following
formula:

lMaxStep > lStep.

- To activate the linear interpolation 2, connect the boards with the cable.

Example
int    nRet;

unsigned short  wSync[4];

MTNLINE Line;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

nRet = MtnOpen(2, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .
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(Continued)
wSync[0] = 0x20;

wSync[1] = 0x20;

wSync[2] = 0x20;

wSync[3] = 0x20;

nRet = MtnSetSync(1, 0x09, MTR_START_MODE, wSync);

nRet = MtnSetSync(2, 0x06, MTR_START_MODE, wSync);

Line.wAxis = 0x09;

Line.wClock = 299;

Line.wMode = MTR_LINE;

Line.wAccMode = MTR_ACC_NORMAL;

Line.fLowSpeed = 10;

Line.fSpeed = 1000;

Line.ulAcc = 100;

Line.ulDec = 100;

Line.fSAccSpeed = 0;

Line.fSDecSpeed = 0;

Line.lStep[0] = 8;

Line.lStep[3] = 5;

nRet = MtnSetSyncLine(1, 10, &Line);

if(nRet == MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS){

   nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x09, MTR_CONST, MTR_SYNC_LINE);

}

Line.wAxis = 0x06;

Line.wClock = 299;

Line.wMode = MTR_LINE;

Line.wAccMode = MTR_ACC_NORMAL;

Line.fLowSpeed = 10;

Line.fSpeed = 1000;

Line.ulAcc = 100;

Line.ulDec = 100;

Line.fSAccSpeed = 0;

Line.fSDecSpeed = 0;

Line.lStep[1] = 2;

Line.lStep[2] = 10;

nRet = MtnSetSyncLine(2, 10, &Line);

if(nRet == MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS){

   nRet = MtnStartMotion(2, 0x06, MTR_CONST, MTR_SYNC_LINE);

}
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(Continued)

nRet = MtnOutputSync(1, MTR_EXT_START);

Configure the linear interpolation 2 of axis X and axis U on the board whose device number is 1 and axis Y
and axis Z on the board whose device number is 2. Then start the linear interpolation 2 by using the
synchronous start signal.
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4.2.14 MtnSetMotionArc
The MtnSetMotionArc function configures the circular interpolation parameters.

int MtnSetMotionArc(

int nDevice,

unsigned long ulMode,

PMTNARC pArc

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

ulMode Specifies the motion profile.

Code Description

MTR_ARC_NORMAL Circular interpolation
MTR_ARC_REPEAT*1 Continuous circular interpolation

MTR_REPEAT_CLEAR Clear of continuous interpolation

Notes: *1

- Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_ARC_REPEAT with the number of the
motion to be configured.

Example: C
MTR_ARC_REPEAT | 0x05

Changes the fifth motion of continuous circular interpolation.
- Using only MTR_ARC_REPEAT, it is added to the tail end of registered data.
- The maximum number of registration of continuous interpolation is 4095.

pArc Points to the MTNARC structure to configure the circular interpolation.

Return Value
The MtnSetMotionArc function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNARC  Arc;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

        .

        .

        .

Arc.wAxis = 0x03;

Arc.wClock = 299;

Arc.wMode = MTR_ARC_CW;

Arc.fSpeed = 100;

Arc.lCenterX = 100;

Arc.lCenterY = 0;

Arc.lEndX = 0;

Arc.lEndY = 0;

nRet = MtnSetMotionArc(1, MTR_ARC_NORMAL, &Arc);

if(!nRet) nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x03, MTR_CONST, MTR_ARC);

Operate the circular interpolation of axis X and axis Y on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.15 MtnSetMotionCp
The MtnSetMotionCp function configures Continuous Path (CP) motion parameters.

int MtnSetMotionCp(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned long ulNum,

PMTNMOTION pMotion

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure the CP motion parameters.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

ulNum Specifies the CP motion section in the range of 2 through 4095.
Example: When 10 is specified to ulNum, the CP motion section is in the

range of 1 through 10.

pMotion Points to the MTNMOTION structure to configure CP motion parameters.
The parameter will be configured for each CP motion section. Array element
must be (n+1) because CP motion section will be configured from section 1.

Example: C
MTNMOTION MOTION[5];

Code Description

Motion[0] Section 1
Motion[1] Section 2
Motion[2] Section 3
Motion[3] Section 4
Motion[4] Section 5
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There are the settings that need to specify for each axis and enable the setting
for section 1. Refer to the followings.

Enable the setting of section 1 Enable for each section

- Velocity scale factor
- Acceleration type
- Startup velocity
- Acceleration time
- Deceleration time
- Additional velocity in the S-curve
acceleration/deceleration range

- Steady-state velocity
- The number of moving pulse

Return Value
The MtnSetMotionCp function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- The CP motion configuration is performed in the range from section 1 through specifeid section by

ulNum.
Example:

MtnSetMotionCp(1, 0x01, 7, Motion );

The CP motion configured from the section 1 through section 7 is performed. The size of the
MTNMOTION structure has to be prepared seven or more.

- A setting of only the arbitrary sections cannot be configured. It becomes a configuration to the section
surely specified by ulNum from the section 1.

- The number of moving pulse specified by lStep of the MTNMOTION structure should specify the same
direction for all sections.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNMOTION  Motion[2];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

Motion[0].wClock = 299;

Motion[0].wAccMode = MTR_ACC_SIN;

Motion[0].fLowSpeed = 50;

Motion[0].fSpeed = 1200;

Motion[0].ulAcc = 500;

Motion[0].ulDec = 700;

Motion[0].fSAccSpeed = 200;

Motion[0].fSDecSpeed = 300;

Motion[0].lStep = 2500;

Motion[1].wClock = 299;

Motion[1].wAccMode = MTR_ACC_NORMAL;

Motion[1].fLowSpeed = 100;

Motion[1].fSpeed = 1000;

Motion[1].ulAcc = 900;

Motion[1].ulDec = 1200;

Motion[1].fSAccSpeed = 0;

Motion[1].fSDecSpeed = 0;

Motion[1].lStep = 1000;

nRet = MtnSetMotionCp(1, 0x01, 2, Motion);

Configure the CP motion parameters in the section 1 and section 2 of axis X on the board whose device
number is 1.
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4.2.16 MtnGetPulseOut
The MtnGetPulseOut function retrieves the pulse output settings.

int MtnGetPulseOut(

int nDevice

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short wConfig

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve pulse output settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

wMode Specifies an item.

Code Description

MTR_METHOD Pulse output mode
MTR_IDLING Idling method
MTR_FINISH_FLAG Motion completion flag
MTR_SYNC_OUT Timing of internal synchronous activation

signal output

wConfig Points to a variable to receive the acquired value. Refer to the followings.
<wMode = MTR_METHOD>
Retrieves the pulse output mode.

Bit15 through bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved DUTY WAIT DIR OUT PULSE

The default setting value is 1h
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Bit Description

bit15 through bit5 Reserved (specify 0)
Retrieves pulse width.
0 50% duty cycle

bit4

1 Automatic change of constant pulse
width and constant duty cycle according
to the velocity

Retrieves a delay timer.
0 No delay for starting motions when

changing direction

bit3

1 200 microseconds delay occurs when
changing direction

Retrieves logic level of the DIR signal.
0 The axis is rotated with CW direction*1

when the DIR signal goes high level.

bit2

1 The axis is rotated with CCW direction*1

when the DIR signal goes high level.
Retrieves logic level of the OUT signal
0 Active low

bit1

1 Active high
Retrieves a pulse output mode.
0 CW/CCW mode*1

bit0

1 Step/Dir mode

Note: *1 CW: Clockwise, CCW: Counter clockwise

<wMode = MTR_IDLING>
Retrieves the number of idling pulses in the range of 0 through 6 pulses. The
default setting value is 0 pulse.

<wMode = MTR_FINISH_FLAG>
Retrieves the timing of pulse output completion.

Code Description

MTR_PULSE_OUT
(default setting value)

The motion completion flag is enabled when
the pulse otput is completed.

MTR_INP The motion completion flag is enabled by INP
signal assertion after the pulse output is
completed.

MTR_PULSE_OFF The motion completion flag is enabled without
waiting for the pulse output cycle completion.
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Note: The motion completion flag means flag of bit5 that indicates motion status
obtained by the MtnGetStatus function. To confirm the pulse output completion,
use this flag. When the motion completion flag is configured while the axis is
running, this setting is enabled after the motor operation is completed and the next
motion starts.

<wMode = MTR_SYNC_OUT>
Retrieves the timing of internal synchrnous activation signal.

Code Description

MTR_SYNC_OFF
(default setting value)

Internal synchronous activation signal outupt
is not executed when the comparison condition
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP1 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 1
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP2 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 2
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP3 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 3
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP4 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 4
is satisfied.

MTR_COMP5 Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the comparison condition 5
is satisfied.

MTR_ACC_START Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when the acceleration starts.

MTR_ACC_FINISH Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when acceleration is completed.

MTR_DEC_START Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when deceleration starts.

MTR_DEC_FINISH Internal synchronous activation signal output
is executed when deceleration is completed.

Return Value
The MtnGetPulseOut function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comment
You cannot retrieve setting from two or more axes at the same time.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wConfig

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

      .

      .

      .

nRet = MtnGetPulseOut(1, 0x0F, MTR_METHOD, &wConfig);

if(!Ret) printf(”Pulse output mode for axis X: %Xh\n”, wConfig);

Retrieve the pulse output mode of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.17 MtnGetLimitConfig
The MtnGetLimitConfig function retrieves the limit signal settings.

int MtnGetLimitConfig(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short *pwConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the control signal settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

wMode Specifies an item to retrieve the settings.

Code Description

MTR_LOGIC Input logic levels
MTR_SD_FUNC SD (Slow-Down) capability
MTR_SD_ACTIVE SD signal motion input
MTR_ORG_FUNC ORG capability
MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT The number of stop count of the

ORG and phase Z signal input
MTR_ALM_FUNC ALM signal capability
MTR_SIGNAL_FILTER External input filter
MTR_EL_FUNC EL signal capability
MTR_EZ_ACTIVE Input logic level of the phase Z

signal
MTR_LTC_FUNC Input logic level of the LTC signal
MTR_CLR_FUNC Input logic level of the CLR signal
MTR_PCS_FUNC PCS signal capability
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wConfig Points to a variable to store the acquired value. The specified data depends on
the configuration item of wMode.
<wMode = MTR_LOGIC>
Retrieves the input logic setting.

bit15 through bit10 bit9 bit8
Reserved PCS INP

bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0
- ALM ORG - - +/-EL - SD

The default setting is 0h. (all active low)

Bit Description

bit15 through bit10, bit7,
bit4, bit3, bit1

Reserved

0 Active lowbit9, bit8, bit6, bit5, bit2,
bit0 1 Active high

<wMode = MTR_SD_FUNC>
Retrieves the SD signal capability setting.

Code Description

MTR_CHANGE_SD_SPEED
(default setting value)

If the SD signal is asserted, the velocity
decreases to the startup velocity. The
controller continues to output pulses at the
startup velocity. When the constant velocity is
specified to the starting mode by using the
MtnStartMotion function, the velocity does
not decelerate.

MTR_DEC_STOP_SIGNAL If the SD signal is asserted, the velocity
decreases to the startup velocity, and then the
controller stops immediately without
deceleration.

MTR_SD_OFF The SD signal control is disabled.

<wMode = MTR_SD_ACTIVE>
Retrieves the SD signal motion input setting.

Code Description

MTR_SIGNAL_LEVEL
(default setting value)

The SD signal operates as a level sensitive
signal.

MTR_SIGNAL_LATCH The SD signal operates as a latched signal.
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Note:
<Level-motion Input>
When the external input of SD signal is on, the status of the SD signal level
inside the board changes and the signal maintains the level status while the
signal input is on.

<Latch-motion Input>
As same as the level-motion input, when external input of the SD signal is
on, the status of the SD signal level inside the board changes. And the level
status is not released when the external input of the SD signal is deasserted,
and keep the status as it is.

<wMode = MTR_ORG_FUNC>
Retrieves the ORG signal capablity setting.

Code Description

MTR_ORG_STOP
(default setting value)

Stops the homing immediately when the ORG
signal is asserted. *1

MTR_ORG_DEC_EZ_STOP Starts decelerating the homing when the ORG
signal is asserted. *2 Then motion stops immediately
when the specified number of phase Z signal is
counted up.

MTR_ORG_EZ_STOP Stops the homing when the specified number of
phase Z signal is counted up after the ORG signal is
asserted. *1

MTR_ORG_REVERSAL Operates the three following motions.
1. Homing is stopped at the ORG signal assertion. *1

2. The motion is running to the opposite direction
with startup velocity until the ORG signal is
deasserted.
3. The motion starts to the original position with
startup velocity.
4. The motion stops at the ORG signal assertion.

MTR_ORG_REV_EZ_STOP Stops the homing immediately or with deceleration
when the ORG signal is asserted. After that, the
motion is reversed. Then the motion stops when the
number of phase Z signals specified by
MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT are counted up.

MTR_ORG_STOP_ZERO Stops the homing immediately when the ORG
signal is asserted. After that, the motion operates
until the encoder counter value is 0.
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(Continued)

Code Description

MTR_ORG_EZ_STOP_ZERO Stops the homing when the number of phase Z
signal specified by MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT are
counted up after the ORG signal is asserted. After
that, the motion operates until the encoder counter
value is 0.

MTR_ORG_REV_EZ_ZERO Stops the homing immediately when the ORG
signal is asserted. After that, the motion is reversed
until the number of phase Z signals specified by the
MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT are counted up. After
that, the motion operates until the encoder counter
value is 0.

Note: *1 The motion depends on the starting mode by the MtnStartMotion
function as follows.

- When the constant velocity is specified to the starting mode, the
motion is stopped immediately.

- When the acceleration and deceleration or deceleration after
constant velocity is specified to the starting mode, the motion is
decelerated to the startup velocity and stopped.

*2 If the constant velocity is specified to the starting mode by using the
MtnStartMotion function, the motion does not decelerate.

<wMode = MTR_ORG_EZ_COUNT>
Retrieves the input stop count value of the ORG and phase Z signals. The
number of count in the range of 1 through 16. The default setting value is 1.

<wMode = MTR_ALM_FUNC>
Retrieves the ALM signal capability setting.

Code Description

MTR_ALM_STOP
(default setting value)

Stops all motion immediately when the
ALM signal is asserted.

MTR_ALM_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration when
the ALM signal is asserted. If the constant
velocity is specified to starting mode by
using the MtnStartMotion function, the
motion stops immediately without
deceleration.
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<wMode = MTR_SIGNAL_FILTER>
Retrieves the external input filter setting.

Code Description

MTR_OFF
(default setting value)

Disables the external signal input filter.

MTR_ON Enables the external signal input filer.

Note:
- When the filter is enabled, the filter is inserted to the +/-EL, SD, ORG,
ALM, and INP signal input.
- To prevent a mlfunction by the noise, the pulse width of 4 microseconds or
smaller is ignored when inserting the filter.

<wMode = MTR_EL_FUNC>
Retrieves the EL signal capablity.

Code Description

MTR_EL_STOP
(default setting value)

Stops all motion immediately at the EL signal
assertion.

MTR_EL_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration at the EL signal
assertion. When the constant velocity is specified
to the starting motion by using the MtnStartMotion
function, stop the motion immediately without
deceleration.

<wMode = MTR_EZ_ACTIVE>
Retrieves the phase Z signal input logic setting.

Code Description

MTR_DOWN_EDGE
(default setting value)

Falling edge

MTR_UP_EDGE Rising edge

<wMode = MTR_LTC_FUNC>
Retrieves the LTC signal input logic setting.

Code Description

MTR_DOWN_EDGE
(default setting value)

Latches counter value at the falling edge of
the LTC signal.

MTR_UP_EDGE Latches counter value at the rising edge of the
LTC signal.
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<wMode = MTR_CLR_FUNC>
Retrieves the CLR signal input logic setting.

Code Description

MTR_DOWN_EDGE
(default setting value)

Clears a counter at the falling edge of the
CLR signal.

MTR_UP_EDGE Clears a counter at the rising edge of the CLR
signal.

MTR_LOW_LEVEL Clears a counter when the CLR signal goes
low level.

MTR_HIGH_LEVEL Clears a counter when the CLR signal goes
high level.

<wMode = MTR_PCS_FUNC>
Retrieves the PCS signal capability.

Code Description

MTR_OFF
(default setting value)

Disables the PCS capability during the PTP
motion.

MTR_ON Performs jogging until the PCS signal is
asserted. Then, PTP motion of the number of
specified pulses starts.

MTR_EXT_START Starts synchronous activation of only own
axis at the PCS signal assertion.

Return Value
The MtnGetLimitConfig function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
You cannot retrieve the settings of two or more axes at the same time.
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Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wConfig;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

         .

         .

         .

nRet = MtnGetLimitConfig(1, 0x02, MTR_LOGIC, &wConfig);

if(!Ret) printf(“Input logic of control signal of axis X: %Xh\n”,

wConfig);

Retrieve the input logic of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.18 MtnGetCounterConfig
The MtnGetCounterConfig function retrieves operation modes of the output pulse counter, encoder counter,
or deviation counter.

int MtnGetCounterConfig(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short *pwConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opend by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the counter setting.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

wMode Specifies an item to be retrieved.

Code Description

MTR_ENCODER_MODE Encoder input mode
MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_ORG Motion of homing completion
MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_CLR CLR signal assertion
MTR_LATCH_MODE Latch method of counter
MTR_DECLINO_MODE Latch method of current velocity

wConfig Points to a variable to receive the acquired value. Refer to the following
formats.
<wMode = MTR_ENCODER_MODE>
Retrieves the encoder input mode.

Code Description

MTR_SINGLE
(default setting value)

Single-edge evaluation

MTR_DOUBLE Double-edge evaluation
MTR_QUAD Quad-edge evaluation
MTR_UP_DOWN Up/down pulse
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<wMode =MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_ORG>
Retrieves the setting to whether the counter value will be cleard or not when
the homing is completed.

bit15 through bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved CU3R CU2R CU1R

The default setting value is 7h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit3 Reserved
Deviation counter

0 Not cleared.
bit2

1 Cleared.
Encoder counter

0 Not cleared.
bit1

1 Cleared.
Output pulse counter

0 Not cleared.
bit0

1 Cleared.

<wMode = MTR_COUNTER_CLEAR_CLR>
Retrieves the setting to whether the couter value will be cleared or not when
the CLR signal is asserted.

bit15 through bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved CU3C CU2C CU1C

The default setting value is 0h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit3 Reserved
Deviation counter

0 Not cleared.
bit2

1 Cleared.
Encoder counter

0 Not cleared.
bit1

1 Cleared.
Output pulse counter

0 Not cleared.
bit0

1 Cleared.
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<wMode = MTR_LATCH_MODE>
Retrievs the latch method of counter.

Code Description

MTR_OFF Latch capability is not used.
MTR_ORG Latches the counter when the ORG

signal is asserted.
MTR_LTC
(default setting value)

Latches the counter when the LTC
signal is asserted.

MTR_COMP4 Latches the counter when the
comparison condition 4 is satisfied.

MTR_COMP5 Latches the counter when the
comparison condition 5 is satisfied.

<wMode = MTR_DECLINO_MODE>
Retrieves the latch method of current velocity.

Code Description

MTR_DECLINO
(default setting value)

Latches the deviation counter.

MTR_SPEED Latches the current velocity.

Return Value
The MtnGetCounterConfig function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes

Comment
You cannot retrieve the settings from two or more axes simultaneously.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wConfig;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

         .

         .

         .

nRet = MtnGetCounterConfig(1, 0x01, MTR_ENCODER_MODE, &wConfig);

if(!nRet) printf(“Encoder input mode of axis X: %Xh\n”, wConfig);

Retrieve the settings of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.19 MtnGetComparator
The MtnGetComparator function retrieves the comparator function control modes.

int MtnGetComparator(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wCompNo,

PMTNCOMP pComp

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the comparison settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wCompNo Specifies the comparison condition number. The range is MTR_COMP1
through MTR_COMP5.

pComp Points to the MTNCOMP structure to store the received parameter. Refer to
the MTNCOMP structure for more details.

Return Value
The MtnGetComparator function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by

array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNCOMP Comp[4];

Code Description

Comp[0] Comparison condition setting of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Comp[1] Comparison condition setting of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Comp[2] Comparison condition setting of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Comp[3] Comparison condition setting of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the comparison condition setting of only axis Z, the array of the MTNCOMP
structure should be decleared as mentioned above. The comparison condition setting of axis Z will
be configured to the third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head
of the arrangement as lpComp.

Example
int nRet;

MTNCOMP Comp[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

          .

          .

          .

nRet = MtnGetComparator(1, 0x08, MTR_COMP1, Comp);

if(!nRet){

   printf(“Axis U comparison condition: %xh\n”, Comp[3].wConfig);

   printf(“Axis U comparision motion: %xh\n”, Comp[3].wMotion);

   printf(“Axis U comparison data: %ld\n”, Comp[3].lCounter);

   printf(“Axis U comparison counter: %xh\n”, Comp[3].wCntType);

}

Retrieve the comparison condition 1 of axis U on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.20 MtnGetSync
The MtnGetSync function retrieves startup and stop condition settings. For the CompactPCI boards, the
synchronous signal line setting can be configured. Refer to the user’s manual about the synchronous
activation of the CompatctPCI boards.

int MtnGetSync(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short *pwSync

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the startup and stop condtion settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item to retrieve the setting.

Code Description

MTR_START_MODE Start condition
MTR_EXT_STOP Synchrnous stop signal capability
MTR_START_LINE Synchrnous start signal line
MTR_STOP_LINE Synchrnous stop signal line

pwSync Points to a variable to store the acquired value. The startup condition of axis
specified by wAxis is stored in the corresponding arrangement element.

Index Description

0 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis X
1 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis Y
2 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis Z
3 Startup condition or synchronous stop signal capability of axis U
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<wMode = MTR_START_MODE>
Retrieves the startup condition.

Code Description

MTR_NO
(default setting value)

No startup conditions

MTR_X Startup when the axis X stops.*1

MTR_Y Startup when the axis Y stops. *1

MTR_Z Startup when the axis Z stops. *1

MTR_U Startup when the axis U stops. *1

MTR_SYNC_X Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis X. *2

MTR_SYNC_Y Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis Y. *2

MTR_SYNC_Z Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis Z. *2

MTR_SYNC_U Startup when the internal synchronous signal is
output from axis U. *2

MTR_SYNC_EXT Startup when the synchronous start signal is input. *3

Note:
- *1 These settings are retrieved by using the ORed-data.
- *2 For the internal synchrnos signal output of MTR_SYNC_X through

MTR_SYNC_U, refer to the MtnSetPulseOut function.
- *3 In this setting, the motion starts by the synchronous start signal input. Refer

to the MtnOutputSync function.

<wMode = MTR_EXT_STOP>
Retrieves the synchronous stop signal capability.

Code Description

MTR_OFF
(default setting value)

Disables the synchronous stop signal input.

MTR_CSTP_STOP Stops the motion by synchronous stop signal
assertion immediately.

MTR_CSTP_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration by the
synchronous stop signal assertion. When the
constant velocity is specified to startup mode
by using the MtnStartMotion function, the
motion stops immediately without deceleration.
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<wMode = MTR_START_LINE>
Retrieves the synchronous start signal line.

Value Signal Line

0h (default setting value) SYN0
1h SYN1
2h SYN2
3h SYN3
4h SYN4
5h SYN5
6h SYN6
7h SYN7

Note:
- This setting is applicable only to the CompactPCI boards.

<wMode = MTR_STOP_LINE>
Retrieves the synchronous stop signal line.

Value Signal Line

0h SYN0
1h (default setting value) SYN1

2h SYN2
3h SYN3
4h SYN4
5h SYN5
6h SYN6
7h SYN7

Note:
- This setting is applicable only to the CompactPCI boards.

Return Value
The MtnGetSync function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by

array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
unsigned short wSync[4];

Code Description

wSync[0] Startup and stop condition setting of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

wSync[1] Startup and stop condition setting of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

wSync[2] Startup and stop condition setting of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

wSync[3] Startup and stop condition setting of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the startup and stop condition setting of only axis Z, the array should be decleared
as mentioned above. The startup and stop condition setting of axis Z will be configured to the third
array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head of the arrangement as
pwSync.
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Example 1
int nRet;

unsigned short  wSync[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnGetSync(1, 0x0F, MTR_START_MODE, wSync);

if(!nRet){

    printf(“Startup condition of axis X: %xh\n”, wSync[0]);

    printf(“Startup condition of axis Y: %xh\n”, wSync[1]);

    printf(“Startup condition of axis Z: %xh\n”, wSync[2]);

    printf(“Startup condition of axis U: %xh\n”, wSync[3]);

}

             .

             .

             .

Retrieve the startup condition of axis X through axis U on the board whose device number is 1.

Example 2
int nRet;

unsigned short  wSync;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnGetSync(1, 0x0F, MTR_START_LINE, &wSync);

if(!nRet){

    printf(“Synchronous start signal line: %xh\n”, wSync);

}

             .

             .

             .

Retrieve the synchronous start signal line.
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4.2.21 MtnGetRevise
The MtnGetRevise function retrieves compensation and vibration supression settings.

int MtnGetRevise(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned long *pulConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to receive the control compensation and vibration supression
settings.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

wMode Specifies an item to receive setting.

Code Description

MTR_PULSE Number of pulses for compensation
MTR_REVISE_MODE Compensation method
MTR_COUNTER_MODE Motion at the counter compensation
MTR_REST_RT Timing for reverse motion
MTR_REST_FT Timing for forward motion

ulConfig Points to a variable to receive the acquired data value. Refer to the
followings.
<wMode = MTR_PULSE>
Retrieves the number of pulses to compensation in the range of 1 through
4095 pulses. The default setting value is 1h.
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<wMode = MTR_REVISE_MODE>
Retrieves the compensation method.

Code Description

MTR_REVISE_OFF
(default setting value)

Compensation is disabled.

MTR_BACK Backlash compensation
MTR_SLIP Slip compensation

<wMode = MTR_COUNT_MODE>
Retrieves the setting whether the counter counts or not while the
backlash/slip compensation is operating.

bit15 through bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved CU3B CU2B CU1B

The default setting value is 0h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit3 Reserved
Deviation counter

0 Disabled
bit2

1 Enabled
Encoder counter

0 Disabled
bit1

1 Enabled
Output pulse counter

0 Disabled
bit0

1 Enabled

<wMode = MTR_RESET_RT, MTR_RESET_FT>
Retrieves the timing of the vibration surpression for the forward or reverse
motion in the range of 1 through 65535. When 0 is specified, the vibration
surpression capability is disabled. To enable this function, you need to
configure the timing of pulse output completion capability to
MTR_PULSE_OFF by using the MtnSetPulseOut function. The default
setting value is 0h.

Example: When you specify 1000, unit can be acquired as follows.
1000 * 1.6 = 1600 microseconds

Return Value
The MtnGetRevise function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comment
You cannot retrieve the different data for two or more axes synchronously.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned long ulConfig;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnGetRevise(1, 0x01, MTR_PULSE, &ulConfig);

if(!nRet) printf(“Number of pulses for compensation (axis X): %ld\n”,

ulConfig);

Retrieve the number of pulses for compensation of the axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.22 MtnGetERCConfig
The MtnGetERCConfig function retrieves the setting of the ERC output signal.

int MtnGetERCConfig(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned short *pwConfig

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve settings of the ERC output signal.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

wMode Specifies the item to receive the ERC output signal.

Code Description

MTR_AUTO Automatic output
MTR_LOGIC Output logic
MTR_WIDTH Output pulse width
MTR_OFF_TIMER Timer period when the signal is deasserted.
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wConfig Points to a variable to receive the acquired value. Refer to the following
formats.

<wMode = MTR_AUTO>
Retrieves automatic output of the ERC output signal.

bit15 through bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved EROR EROE

The default setting value is 0h.

Bit Description

bit15 through bit2 Reserved
The ERC signal output during
homing operation.

0 Disabled

bit1

1 Enabled
The ERC signal output when the
motion stops immediately by the
EL or ALM signal assertion.

0 Disabled

bit0

1 Enabled

<wMode = MTR_LOGIC>
Retrieves the output logic of the ERC signal output.

Code Description

MTR_ACTIVE_LOW
(default setting value)

Active low

MTR_ACTIVE_HIGH Active high

<wMode = MTR_WIDTH>
Retrieves output pulse width of the ERC output signal.

Code Description

MTR_12MICRO
(default setting value)

12 microseconds

MTR_102MICRO 102 microseconds
MTR_409MICRO 409 microseconds
MTR_1600MICRO 1600 microseconds
MTR_13M 13 ms
MTR_52M 52 ms
MTR_104M 104 ms
MTR_LEVEL Level output
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<wMode = MTR_OFF_TIMER>
Retrieves the timer period that the ERC output signal is deasserted.

Bit Description

MTR_ZERO
(default setting value)

0 microsecond

MTR_12MICRO 12 microseconds
MTR_1600MICRO 1600 microseconds
MTR_104M 104 ms

Return Value
The MtnGetERCConfig function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
You cannot configure the different data for two or more axes synchronously.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wConfig;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnGetERCConfig(1, 0x01, MTR_LOGIC, &wConfig);

if(!nRet) printf(“Logic level of the ERC output signal for axis X: %xh\n”,

wConfig);

Retrieve the logic level of the ERC output signal of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.23 MtnGetMotion
The MtnGetMotion fuction retrieves the following motion parameters. The default setting value is returned
when the motion parameter has never configured the motion setting by the MtnSetMotion function.

int MtnGetMotion(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned long ulMode,

PMTNMOTION pMotion

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to receive motion parameters.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

ulMode Specifies an item to retrieve the motion.

Code Description

MTR_JOG Jogging
MTR_ORG Homing
MTR_PTP PTP
MTR_TIMER Timer
MTR_SINGLE_STEP Single-stepping
MTR_ORG_SEARCH Origin searching
MTR_ORG_EXIT Origin escaping
MTR_ORG_ZERO Output pulse counter moves until the counter

value becomes 0.
MTR_PTP_REPEAT*1 Continuous PTP
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Notes: *1

- Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_PTP_REPEAT with the
motion to be retrieved.

Example: C
MTR_PTP_REPEAT | 0x05

Changes the fifth motion of continuous PTP.
- In the case of MTR_PTP_REPEAT, retrieves the first motion.

pMotion Points to the MTNMOTION structure to receive the motion parameters.

Return Value
The MtnGetMotion function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- Returned motion parameters may be different from values previously passed to the MtnSetMotion

function because of the motor controller’s resolution. Actually motions are controlled by returned values.

- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by
array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNMOTION Motion[4];

Code Description

Motion[0] Motion parameters of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Motion[1] Motion parameters of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Motion[2] Motion parameters of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Motion[3] Motion parameters of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the motion parameters of only axis Z, the array of the MTNMOTION structure
should be decleared as mentioned above. The motion parameters of axis Z will be retrieved to the
third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head of the arrangement
as pMotion.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNMOTION Motion[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

        .

        .

        .

nRet = MtnGetMotion(1, 0x0F, MTR_PTP, Motion);

Retrieve the individual motion parameters of axis X and axis U on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.24 MtnGetMotionLine
The MtnGetMotionLine function retrieves the linear interpolation 1 parameteres.
Before using this function, the parameter must be acquired by the MtnSetMotionLine function. If you use
this function without execution of the MtnSetMotionLine funciton, the default setting value of linear
interpolation 1 setting is retrieved.

int MtnGetMotionLine(

int nDevice,

unsigned long ulMode,

PMTNLINE pLine

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

ulMode Specifies the motion profile to retrieve.

Code Description

MTR_LINE_NORMAL Linear interpolation
MTR_LINE_REPEAT*1 Continuous linear interpolation

Notes*1:
- Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_LINE_REPEAT with the

number of the motion to be retrieved.
Example: C
MTR_LINE_REPEAT | 0x05

Changes the fifth motion of continuous linear interpolation.
- In the case of MTR_LINE_REPEAT, retrieves the first motion.

pLine Points to the MTNLINE structure to receive linear interpolation
parameters.

Return Value
The MtnGetMotionLine function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
Returned motion parameters may be different from values previously passed to the MtnSetMotionLine
function because of the motor controller’s resolution. Actually motions are controlled by returned values.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNLINE  Line;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnGetMotionLine(1, MTR_LINE_NORMAL, &Line);

Retrieve the linear interpolation 1 parameters on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.25 MtnGetSyncLine
The MtnGetSyncLine function retrieves the linear interpolation 2 parameters. Before using this function,
the parameter must be acquired by the MtnSetSyncLine function. If you use this function without execution
of the MtnSetSyncLine function, the default setting value of linear interpolation 2 setting is retrieved.

int MtnGetSyncLine(

int nDevice,

long *plMaxStep,

PMTNLINE pLine

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

lMaxStep Points to a variable to store the acquired value. The maximum number of moving
pulse in the number of moving pulse of an axis which performs interpolation operation
is acquired. The default setting value is 1000.

pLine Points to the MTNLINE structure to store the linear interpolation.

Return Value
The MtnGetSyncLine function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
Returned motion parameters may be different from values previously passed to the MtnSetSyncLine
function because of the motor controller’s resolution. Actually motions are controlled by returned values.

Example
int    nRet;

long  lMaxStep;

MTNLINE  Line;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnGetSyncLine(1, &lMaxStep, &Line);

Retrieve the linear interpolation 2 parameters on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.26 MtnGetMotionArc
The MtnGetMotionArc function retrieves the circular interpolation parameters. Before calling this function,
the parameter must be acquired by the MtnSetMotionArc function. If you use this function without
execution of the MtnSetMotionArc function, the default setting value of circular interpolation setting is
retrieved.

int MtnGetMotionArc(

int nDevice,

unsigned long ulMode,

PMTNARC pArc

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

ulMode Specifies the motion profile to retrieve.

Code Description

MTR_ARC_NORMAL Circular interpolation
MTR_ARC_REPEAT*1 Continuous circular interpolation

Note: *1

- Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_ARC_REPEAT with the number of the
motion to be retrieved.

Example: C
MTR_ARC_REPEAT | 0x05

Changes the fifth motion of continuous circular interpolation.

-In the case of MTR_ARC_REPEAT, retrieves the first motion.

pArc Points to the MTNARC structure to store the circular interpolation.

Return Value
The MtnGetMotionArc function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
Returned velocity may be different from values previously passed to the MtnSetMotionArc function
because of the motor controller’s resolution. Actually motions are controlled by returned values.
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Example
int nRet;

MTNARC  Arc;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

        .

        .

        .

nRet = MtnGetMotionArc(1, MTR_ARC_NORMAL, &Arc);

Retrieve the circular interpolation parameters on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.27 MtnGetMotionCp
The MtnGetMotionCp function retrieves Continuous Path (CP) motion parameters.

int MtnGetMotionCp(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned long *pulNum,

PMTNMOTION pMotion

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to receive the CP motion parameters.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
cannot be specified.

pulNum Points to the MTNMOTION structure to receive the CP motion parameters in
the range of 2 through 4095. The number of CP motion section can be
retrieved.

Example: When 10 is specified to pulNum, the CP motion section is in the
range of 1 through 10.

pMotion Points to the MTNMOTION structure to receive CP motion parameters. The
parameter will be configured for each CP motion section. Array element must
be (n+1) because CP motion section will be retrieved from section 1.

Example: C
MTNMOTION MOTION[5];

Code Description

Motion[0] Section 1
Motion[1] Section 2
Motion[2] Section 3
Motion[3] Section 4
Motion[4] Section 5
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Return Value
The MtnGetMotionCp function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- Returned velocity may be different from values previously passed to the MtnSetMotionCp function

because of the motor controller’s resolution. Actually motions are controlled by returned values.

- You always retrieve parameters from CP motion section 1 through n that specified by ulNum. You cannot
retrieve only CP motion section n.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned long ulNum;

MTNMOTION  Motion[2];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

ulNum = 2;

nRet = MtnGetMotionCp(1, 0x01, &ulNum, Motion);

Retrieve the CP motion parameters in the section 1 and section 2 of axis X on the board whose device
number is 1.
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4.2.28 MtnStartMotion
The MtnStartMotion function starts the motions such as jogging, homing, PTP, timer, and linear
interpolation, and so on.

int MtnStartMotion(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wStartMode,

unsigned short wMoveMode

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to start the motions.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wStartMode Specifies the starting mode.

Code Description

MTR_ACC Startup of acceleration and deceleration
MTR_CONST Startup of constant velocity
MTR_CONST_DEC After startup of constant velocity, stops with

deceleration.

Notes:
- For any configurations, the circular interpolation is used the constant

velocity activation.
- When configuring MTR_ORG_EXIT by wMoveMode, the constant

velocity activation has to configure MTR_CONST.
- When configuring the linear interpolation 2, specify the constant velocity.

Do not specify motions except for the constant velocity to the linear
interpolation 2.
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wMoveMode Specifies the motion mode.

Code Description

MTR_JOG Jogging
MTR_ORG Homing motion
MTR_PTP PTP motion
MTR_TIMER Timer motion
MTR_SINGLE_STEP Single step
MTR_ORG_SEARCH Origin search
MTR_EXIT Origin escape
MTR_ORG_ZERO 0 homing
MTR_LINE Linear interpolation 1
MTR_SYNC_LINE Linear interpolation 2
MTR_ARC Circular interpolation
MTR_CP CP motion

MTR_LIMIT*1 Control signal input reflection
MTR_ABSOLUTE*2 Absolute pulse conter

Notes:
- *1 Use bitwise OR operator to enable this MTR_ORG with the homing

(CCW) by the control signal input to be performed.
- *2 Use bitwise OR operator to enable the MTR_PTP, MTR_LINE, and

MTR_ARC with the number of moving pulses to be processed and
MTR_ARC with the center point and end point as the absolute pulse to
be processed.

Return Value
The MtnStartMotion function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- When the activation condition is configured by using the MtnSetSync function, the motion will not be

started until the activation condition is completed after the executing this function.

- While the synchronous start is configured by using the MtnSetSync function, the motion will start when
the synchronous start signal is output by using the MtnOutputSync function.

- The activation motions are stored to the pre-register by calling this function. The maximum number of
storable motions is three. If the pre-register is full or three motions are stored to the pre-register, an error
occurs by calling this function. The stored data is discarded after the motion is completed.
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Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x0F, MTR_ACC, MTR_JOG);

Operate the acceleration and deceleration activation continuously for axis X through axis U on the board
whose device number is 1.
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4.2.29 MtnStopMotion
The MtnStopMotion function stops the motions.

int MtnStopMotion(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to stop the motions.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies the stop motion.

Code Description

MTR_DEC_STOP Stops the motion with deceleration to the
startup velocity.

MTR_IMMEDIATE_STOP Stops the motion immediately.

Return Value
The MtnStopMotion function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
When the motor is stopped with the wainting of activation condition completion by the MtnSetSync
function, it is released by using this function.
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Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x01, MTR_ACC, MTR_JOG);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnStopMotion(1, 0x01, MTR_IMMEDIATE_STOP);

Stop the motion immediately of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.30 MtnRestart
The MtnRestart function restarts the motion when the motion stopped by using the following functions. It
operates only several rest moving pulses.

- PTP
- Timer
- Single-stepping
- Homing
- Linear interpolation
- Circular interpolation

int MtnRestart(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to restart the motions.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies the starting mode of restart.

Code Description

MTR_ACC Startup of acceleration and deceleration
MTR_CONST Startup of constant velocity
MTR_CONST_DEC After startup of constant velocity, stops with

deceleration.

Note: For the startup of circular interpolation, constant velocity is always
configured to startup. If there are no specified coordinate in the
circumference of circle, the circular interpolation is completed when
one axis reached to the ending point in the end quadrant. After that, the
motion is specified to restart. Then, the position moves from the point
which complete the circular interpolation to the specified end point.
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Return Value
The MtnRestart function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- When the activation condition is configured by the MtnSetSync function, the motion does not start after

executing this function until activation condition is satisfied.

- When the synchronous start is configured by the MtnSetSync function, it starts by output a synchronous
start signal with the MtnOutputSync function

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x0F, MTR_ACC, MTR_PTP);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStopMotion(1, 0x03, MTR_IMMEDIATE_STOP);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnRestart(1, 0x03, MTR_CONST);

Restart the operation of axis X and axis Y on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.31 MtnStartRepeat
The MtnStartRepeat function starts continuous PTP motion and continuous interpolation.

int MtnStartRepeat(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wStartMode,

unsigned short wMoveMode,

unsigned long ulWait,

unsigned long ulNumber

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to start the continuous motion.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wStartMode Specifies the continuous motion.

Code Description

MTR_ARC Startup of acceleration and deceleration
MTR_CONST Startup of constant-velocity
MTR_CONST_DEC After startup of constant velocity, stops with

deceleration.

Note:
- When starting the circular interpolation, constant velocity is configured to
startup even if you configure any activation settings.

wMoveMode Specifies the motion mode.

Code Description

MTR_PTP Continuous PTP motion
MTR_IP Continuous interpolation
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ulWait Specifies the waiting time for each motion. The range is 0 through
134217727 ms.

ulNumber Specifies the repeat number of a cycle of continuous motions.

Value Description

0 Repeats a registered motion until the stop signal is
asserted or stop function is called.

1 or more Specifies the number of motion to repeat, and then the
motion is stopped.

Return Value
The MtnStartRepeat function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS(0) if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

               .

               .

               .

nRet = MtnStartRepeat(1, 0x0F, MTR_ACC, MTR_PTP, 100, 1);

Start continuous PTP motion of axis X through axis U on the board whose device number is 1.

Waiting Time 100 ms
Repeat Time 1
Activation Motion Acceleration and deceleration activation
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4.2.32 MtnOutputSync
The MtnOutputSync function controls the synchronous start/stop, and clock synchronization signals.

int MtnOutputSync(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wSignal

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wSignal Specifies the control items.

Code Description

MTR_EXT_START One-shot output of the synchronous start signal
MTR_EXT_STOP One-shot output of the synchronous stop signal
MTR_SYNC_NORMAL Simple motion

Using the clock of this device.
MTR_SYNC_SLAVE Slave motion.

Synchronizes the clock that is input from a
synchronous connector (IN). The clock output is from
the master.

MTR_SYNC_MASTER Master motion
Using the clock of this device. The clock for
synchronous outputs from a synchronous connector
(OUT).

Return Value
The MtnOutputSync function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- If configuring the MTR_SYNC_EXT by using the MtnSetSync function, the motion starts by the

synchronous start signal output (MTR_EXT_START). When performing the simultaneous start, before
calling this function, it is necessary to call the MtnStartMotion function and to change into the waiting
status for simultaneous start signal input. To start multiple boards synchronously, connect the boards with
the cable.

- The start of linear interpolation 2 is performed by using the synchronous start signal output of this
function.
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<Clock Synchronization>
- In the case of the simple motion, the motion is configured and started normally. If you configure the slave,

the motion does not configure and start until clock synchronous signal from the master is input.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wSync[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

            .

            .

            .

wSync[0] = MTR_SYNC_EXT;

wSync[1] = MTR_X;

wSync[2] = MTR_Y;

wSync[3] = MTR_Z;

nRet = MtnSetSync(1, 0x0F, MTR_START_MODE, wSync);

            .

            .

            .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x0F, MTR_ACC, MTR_PTP);

nRet = MtnOutputSync(1, MTR_EXT_START);

Start the motion for axis X through axis U on the board whose device number is 1 as follows.

Axis Description

Axis X Starts when synchronous start signal is input.
Axis Y Starts when axis X stops.
Axis Z Starts when axis Y stops.
Axis U Starts when axis Z stops.
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4.2.33 MtnChangeSpeed
The MtnChangeSpeed function changes the velocity while the axis is operating.

int MtnChangeSpeed(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

float *pfSpeed

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to change the velocity.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies the method to change the velocity.

Code Description

MTR_IMMEDIATE_CHANGE Changes the specified velocity immediately and
abruptly to the specified value.

MTR_ACCDEC_CHANGE Changes the velocity smoothly to the specified
value.

MTR_LOW_SPEED Changes the velocity immediately to the startup
velocity.

MTR_DEC_LOW_SPPED Decelerates the velocity to the startup velocity.

pfSpeed Points to a variable to store the changing velocity. The changing velocity of
the axis specified wAxis is configured as a corresponding index.

Index Description

0 Changing velocity for axis X
1 Changing velocity for axis Y
2 Changing velocity for axis Z
3 Changing velocity for axis U
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<wMode = MTR_IMMEDIATE_CHANGE or MTR_ACCDEC_CHANGE>
A changing velocity is in the range of 0.073 Hz to 6553500 Hz. The actual
effective velociy range depends on the velocity scale factor. Set a velocity
faster than the startup velocity.
<wMode = MTR_LOW_SPEED or MTR_DEC_LOW_SPEED>
The value of pfSpeed has no meaning. Specify 0 to this parameter.

Return Value
The MtnChangeSpeed function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- The actual frequency may not be different from values previously passed to the value specified by

pfSpeed because of the motor controller’s resolution. If the frequency changes to the startup frequency,
the configuration of pfSpeed is invalid.

- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are
configured by array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
float fSpeed[4];

Code Description

fSpeed[0] Changing velocity of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

fSpeed[1] Changing velocity of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

fSpeed[2] Changing velocity of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

fSpeed[3] Changing velocity of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you change the velocity of only axis Z, you should decleare the array as mentioned above. The
changing velocity of axis Z will be configured to the third array. When you set it to the function,
please set the address of the head of the arrangement as pfSpeed.
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Example
int nRet;

float  fSpeed[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x04, MTR_ACC, MTR_JOG);

           .

           .

           .

fSpeed[2] = (float)1500;

nRet = MtnChangeSpeed(1, 0x04, MTR_ACCDEC_CHANGE,

fSpeed);

Change the steady-state velocity of axis Z smoothly to 1500 Hz on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.34 MtnChangeStep
The MtnChangeStep function changes the target position during the PTP motions.

int MtnChangeStep(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

long *plStep

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to change the target position during the operation.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

plStep Points to a variable to store the target position. The target position of axis
specified by wAxis is configured to the corresponding array.

Index Description

0 Target positioning of axis X
1 Target positioning of axis Y
2 Target positioning of axis Z
3 Target positioning of axis U

Target position is in the range of –134217728 through +134217727.

Return Value
The MtnChangeStep function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments
- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are

configured by array. If there is one or more axes under stop at the time of axial configuration, an error
will be returned without performing a setup. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
long lStep[4];

Code Description

lStep[0] Target position of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

lStep[1] Target position of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

lStep[2] Target position of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

lStep[3] Target position of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you change the target position of only axis Z, you should decleare as mentioned above. The
target position of axis Z will be configured to the third array. When you set it to the function,
please set the address of the head of the arrangement as plStep.

Example
int nRet;

long  lStep[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x08, MTR_ACC, MTR_PTP);

              .

              .

              .

lStep[3] = 500;

nRet = MtnChangeStep(1, 0x08, lStep);

Change the target position of axis U to 500.
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4.2.35 MtnGetStatus
The MtngetStatus function retrieves the status of the related the motion.

int MtnGetStatus(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned long *pulStatus

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to receive the status related to the motion.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wMode Specifies an item to receive the status.

Code Description

MTR_BUSY Motion status
MTR_FINISH_STATUS Completed status
MTR_LIMIT_STATUS Status of the control signal
MTR_INTERLOCK_STATUS Input status of the interlock signal
MTR_PRIREG_STATUS Empty status of pre-register for next motion

data
MTR_SYNC_STATUS Status of interpolation settings and interpolation

motion
MTR_PTP_REPEAT_NUM Registration number of continuous PTP
MTR_IP_REPEAT_NUM Registration number of continuous interpolation
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pulStatus Points to a variable to store the status. The status of axis specified by wAxis
is stored in a corresponding arrangement element.
<wMode = MTR_BUSY>
Retrieves the motion status.

bit15 bit14 bit13 bit12 bit11 bit10 bit9 bit8

- - - - - CMD - BACK
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

CSTA INP STOP SYNC WAIT DEC ACC BUSY

Bit Description

bit31 through bit11 Reserved
Command buffer capability

0 Disabled
bit10

1 Enabled
bit9 Reserved

Backlash compensation
0 Disabled

bit8

1 Enabled
Synchronous start signal input

0 No waiting
bit7

1 Waiting
INP signal input

0 No waiting
bit6

1 Waiting
Motion completed flag

0 Disabled
bit5

1 Enabled
Internal synchronous signal output

0 No waiting
bit4

1 Waiting
Waiting for stopping other axes

0 Disabled
bit3

1 Enabled
Deceleration

0 No deceleration
bit2

1 Deceleration
Acceleration

0 No acceleration
bit1

1 Acceleration
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                                                        (Continued)

Bit Description

Motion is running
0 No running

bit0

1 Running

>> bit10: Command Buffer Capability
The command buffer capability is operating during the next motion data
index and end motion data index specified by the MtnStartCmdBuffer
function.

>> bit8: Backlash Compensation
When the slip compensation or backlash compensation is specified, bit1 is
returned while the compensation.

>> bit7: Synchronous Start Signal Input
When the following activation condition is specified, bit1 is returned while
waiting to satisfy the condition.
- Start the motion when the synchronous start signal is input.

>> bit6: INP Signal Input
When the following condition is specified, bit1 is returned while waiting to
satisfy the condition.

- Enable the motion completion flag by the INP signal assertion after the
pulse output is completed.

>> bit5: Motion Completed Flag
This flag shows the status when the positioning motion is completed. The
condition for this flag can be configured by the MtnSetPulseOut function.

>> bit4: Internal Synchronous Signal Output
When the following activation condition is specified, bit 1 is returned while
waiting to satisfy the condition.

- Start the motion when to output the internal synchronous output signal
from another axis by the MtnSetSync function.

>> bit3: Waiting for Stopping Other Axes
When the following activation condition is specified, bit 1 is returned while
waiting to satisfy the condition.

- Start the motion when another axis stops by the MtnSetSync function.
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<wMode = MTR_FINISH_STATUS>
Retrieves the completed status.

bit23 bit22 bit21 bit20 bit19 bit18 bit17 bit16

- - - - - - - OVER
bit15 bit14 bit13 bit12 bit11 bit10 bit9 bit8

ERR ALM EA/EB CSTP -EL +EL - SD
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

CMP5 CMP4 CMP3 CMP2 CMP1 - - FNS

Bit Description

bit31 through bit17 Reserved
Overflow of the output pulse counter at the
interpolation

0 Not occurred

bit16

1 Occurred
Stops by abnormal motion

0 Not stopped
bit15

1 Stopped
Stops by the ALM signal

0 Not stopped
bit14

1 Stopped
EA/EB input error

0 Not occurred
bit13

1 Occurred
Stops by the CSTP input

0 Not stopped
bit12

1 Stopped
Stops by the –EL signal

0 Not stopped
bit11

1 Stopped
Stops by the +EL signal

0 Not stopped
bit10

1 Stopped
bit9 Reserved

Stops with deceleration by the SD signal.
0 Not stopped

bit8

1 Stopped
Stops by comparison condition 5

0 Not stopped
bit7

1 Stopped
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                                                          (Continued)

Bit Description

Stops by comparison condition 4.
0 Not stopped

bit6

1 Stopped
Stops by comparison condition 3.

0 Not stopped
bit5

1 Stopped
Stops by comparison condition 2.

0 Not stopped
bit4

1 Stopped
Stops by comparison condition 1.

0 Not stopped
bit3

1 Stopped
bit2, bit1 Reserved

Stopped or completed of the pulse output
0 Not stopped

bit0

1 Stopped

Notes:
- The end status cannot be confirmed during the motion operation.
- The value is cleared by the MtnStartMotion and MtnRestart functions.

>> bit15
When the following condition is specified, 1 is returned to this bit.

- The motion is stopped by the motion data abnormality.
- The motion is stopped when other axis is stopped abnormality during

interpolation.

>> bit14
When the motor stops by the ALM signal, 1 is returned to this bit.

>> bit13
When the input signals of encoder phase A and B change synchronously, 1 is
returned to this bit.

>> bit12
When the motor stops by the synchronous stop signal, 1 is returned to this
bit.

>> bit11
When the motor stops by the –EL signal, 1 is returned to this bit.
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>> bit10
When the motor stops by the +EL signal, 1 is returned to this bit.

>> bit8
When the following condition is specified, bit1 is returned when the motion
stops with deceleration by the SD signal assertion.
- Decrease the velocity and then the controller stops to output pulses by the

SD signal is asserted.

>> bit7 through bit3
When the following operation occurs for the comparison condition 1 through
comparision 5 specified the MtnSetComparator function, 1 is returned while
waiting to satisfy the condition.
- The motor stops automatically when comparison is completed.

>> bit0
When the following condtion is specified, 1 is returned to this bit when the
following situation.
- Pulse output stop
- Pulse output completion

<wMode = MTR_LIMIT_STATUS>
Retrieves the input status of control signals.

bit15 bit14 bit13 bit12 bit11 bit10 bit9 bit8

EZ ERC PCS CSTP CSTA LTC CLR INP
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

- ALM ORG - -EL +EL - SD

Bit Description

bit31 through bit16 Reserved
0 The EZ signal does not input.bit15
1 The EZ signal inputs.
0 The ERC signal does not input.bit14
1 The ERC signal inputs.

0
The PCS, CSTP, CSTA, LTC,
CLR, or INP signal does not input.

bit13 through bit8

1
The PCS, CSTP, CSTA, LTC,
CLR, or INP signal inputs.

bit7 Reserved
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                                                          (Continued)

Bit Description

0 The ALM signal does not input.bit6
1 The ALM signal inputs.
0 The ORG signal does not input.bit5
1 The ORG signal inputs.

bit4 Reserved
0 The -EL signal does not input.bit3
1 The -ELsignal inputs.
0 The +EL signal does not input.bit2
1 The +EL signal inputs.

bit1 Reserved
0 The SD signal does not input.bit0
1 The SD signal inputs.

Notes:
- CSTA means synchronous start signal.
- CSTP means synchronous stop signal.

<wMode = MTR_INTERLOCK_STATUS>
Retrieves the input status of the interlock signal to retrieve.

Code Description

MTR_ILOCK_OFF No interlock signal input
MTR_ILOCK_ON Interlock signal input

<wMode = MTR_PRIREG_STATUS>
Retrieves the status of pre-register for the next motion data.
 Full: 1
 Empty: 0
When configuring the next motion during the motor operation, the next
motion data is configured to the pre-register on the board. If the status of the
pre-register is full, the next motion data cannot be written.

<wMode = MTR_SYNC_STATUS>
Retrieves status of interpolation settings and interpolation motion.

bit31 through bit24 bit23 bit22 bit21 bit20 bit19 bit18

Reserved SED1 SED0 SDM1 SDM0 IPCC IPCW
bit17 bit16 bit15 bit14 bit13 bit12 bit11 bit10 bit9

IPE IPL IPFu IPFz IPFy IPFx IPSu IPSz IPSy
bit8 bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

IPSx IPEu IPEz IPEy IPEx IPLu IPLz IPLy IPLx
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Bit Description

bit31 through bit24 Reserved
bit23, bit22 Terminal point quadrant of circular interpolation. Refer

to the following diagram.
bit21, bit20 Present quaadrant of circular interpolation. Refer to the

following diagram.
0 Another motion is running or stopping.bit19
1 Circular interpolation is running. (CCW)
0 Another motion is running or stopping.bit18
1 Circular interpolation is running. (CW)
0 Another motion is running or stopping.bit17
1 Linear interpolation 2 is running.
0 Another motion is running or stopping.bit16
1 Linear interpolation 1 is running.
0 No regular designation of combining velocity

on the axis U
bit15

1 Regular designation of combining velocity on
the axis U

0 No regular designation of combining velocity
on axis Z

bit14

1 Regular designation of combining velocity on
axis Z

0 No regular designation of combining velocity
on axis Y

bit13

1 Regular designation of combining velocity on
axis Y

0 No regular designation of combining velocity
on axis X

bit12

1 Regular designation of combining velocity on
axis X

0 No circular interpolation setting on axis Ubit11
1 Circular interpolation setting on axis U
0 No circular interpolation setting on axis Zbit10
1 Circular interpolation setting on axis Z
0 No circular interpolation setting on axis Ybit9
1 Circular interpolation setting on axis Y
0 No circular interpolation setting on axis Xbit8
1 Circular interpolation setting on axis X
0 No linear interpolation 2 setting on axis Ubit7
1 Linear interpolation 2 setting on axis U
0 No linear interpolation 2 setting on axis Zbit6
1 Linear interpolation 2 setting on axis Z
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                                                                          (Continued)

Bit Description

0 No linear interpolation 2 setting on axis Ybit5
1 Linear interpolation 2 setting on axis Y
0 No linear interpolation 2 setting on axis Xbit4
1 Linear interpolation 2 setting on axis X
0 No linear interpolation 1 setting on axis Ubit3
1 Linear interpolation 1 setting on axis U
0 No linear interpolation 1 setting on axis Zbit2
1 Linear interpolation 1 setting on axis Z
0 No linear interpolation 1 setting on axis Ybit1
1 Linear interpolation 1 setting on axis Y
0 No linear interpolation 1 setting on axis Xbit0
1 Linear interpolation 1 setting on axis X

Axis X: axis 1
Axis Y: axis 2
Axis Z: axis 3
Axis U: axis 4

Notes:
- bit23, bit22: Terminal point quadrant of circular interpolation

00: the first quadrant
01: the second quadrant
10: the third quadrant
11: the forth quadrant

- bit21, bit20: Current quadrant of circular interpolation
00: the first quadrant
01: the second quadrant
10: the third quadrant
11: the forth quadrant
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Return Value
The MtnGetStatus function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by

array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
unsigned long ulStatus[4];

Code Description

ulStatus[0] Status of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

ulStatus[1] Status of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

ulStatus[2] Status of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

ulStatus[3] Status of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve ths status of only axis Z, the array should be decleared as mentioned above. The
status of axis Z will be configured to the third array. When you set it to the function, please set the
address of the head of the arrangement as pulStatus.

Second
quadrant

First
quadrant

Third
quadrant

Fourth
quadrant

Center

Start
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Example
int  nRet;

unsigned long ulStatus[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnGetStatus(1, 0x08, MTR_BUSY, ulStatus);

printf(“Motion status for axis U: %lx\n”,ulStatus[3]);

Retrieve the motion status of axis U on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.36 MtnReadSpeed
The MtnReadSpeed function retrieves the current steady-state frequency.

int MtnReadSpeed(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

float *pfSpeed

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to receive the steady-state frequency.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

pfSpeed Points to a variable to store the current steady-state frequency. The steady-
state frequecy of axis specified by wAxis is stored in a corresponding
arrangement element.

Index Description

0 Steady-state frequency of axis X
1 Steady-state frequency of axis Y
2 Steady-state frequency of axis Z
3 Steady-state frequency of axis U

Return Value
The MtnReadSpeed function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- The frequency may not be different from values previously passed to the value specified by pfSpeed

because of the motor controller’s resolution.
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- For reading the frequency at the interpolation, only the interpolation control axis becomes the valid data.

- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by
array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
float fSpeed[4];

Code Description

fSpeed[0] Steady-state frequency of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

fSpeed[1] Steady-state frequency of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

fSpeed[2] Steady-state frequency of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

fSpeed[3] Steady-state frequency of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the steady-state frequency of only axis Z, the array should be decleared as
mentioned above. The steady-state frequency of axis Z will be configured to the third array. When
you set it to the function, please set the address of the head of the arrangement as pfSpeed.

Example
int  nRet;

float  fSpeed[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

            .

            .

            .

nRet = MtnStartMotion(1, 0x04, MTR_ACC, MTR_JOG);

            .

            .

            .

nRet = MtnReadSpeed(1, 0x04, fSpeed );

printf(“Steady-state frequency for axis Z: %f Hz\n”, fSpeed[2]);

Retrieve the steady-state frequency for axis Z on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.37 MtnReadCounter
The MtnReadCounter function reads the counter value.

int MtnReadCounter(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wCntMode,

long *plPos

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the counter value.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wCntMode Specifies the retrieved item of counter.

Code Description

MTR_ENCODER Pulse counter of encoder
MTR_COUNTER Output pulse counter
MTR_REMAINS*1 Number of the rest residual pulse
MTR_DECLINO Deviation counter
MTR_ABSOLUTE Absolute pulse counter

MTR_LATCH*2 Retrieving latch data

Notes:
- *1 The number of this pulse means the number of motion pulse residual at

positioning motion.
- *2 Reads the latch data using OR operation with parameters excepting the

MTR_REMAINS.
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plPos Points to a variable to store the counter value. The counter value axis
specified by wAxis is stored in a corresponding arrangement element.

Index Description

0 Counter value of axis X
1 Counter value of axis Y
2 Counter value of axis Z
3 Counter value of axis U

Return Value
The MtnReadCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- The followings show the range of counter value.
 >> MTR_DECLINO: -32768 through +32767
 >> Excepting for MTR_DECLINO: -134217728 through +134217727

- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by
array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
long lPos[4];

Code Description

lPos[0] Counter value of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

lPos[1] Counter value of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

lPos[2] Counter value of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

lPos[3] Counter value of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the counter value of only axis Z, the array should be decleared as mentioned above.
The counter value of axis Z will be retrieved to the third array. When you set it to the function,
please set the address of the head of the arrangement as plPos.
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Example
int  nRet;

long  lPos[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnReadCounter(1, 0x02, MTR_COUNTER, lPos);

printf(“Output pulse counter value for axis Y: %ld\n”,lPos[1]);

Read the output pulse counter value of axis Y on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.38 MtnWriteCounter
The MtnWriteCounter function writes the counter value.

int MtnWriteCounter(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wCntMode,

long *plPos

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to write the counter value.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

wCntMode Specifies the target counter.

Code Description

MTR_ENCODER Encoder counter
MTR_COUNTER Output pulse counter
MTR_DECLINO Deviation counter
MTR_ABSOLUTE Absolute pulse counter

plPos Points to a variable to store the writing counter value. The counter value of
axis specified by wAxis is stored in a corresponding arrangement element.

Index Description

0 Counter value of axis X
1 Counter value of axis Y
2 Counter value of axis Z
3 Counter value of axis U
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Return Value
The MtnWriteCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes

Comments
- The available range of writing is shown below.
 >> MTR_DECLINO: -32768 through +32767
 >> Excepting for MTR_DECLINO: -134217728 through +134217727

- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are
configured by array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
long lPos[4];

Code Description

lPos[0] Counter value of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

lPos[1] Counter value of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

lPos[2] Counter value of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

lPos[3] Counter value of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you configure the counter value of only axis Z, the array should be decleared as mentioned
above. The counter value of axis Z will be configured to the third array. When you set it to the
function, please set the address of the head of the arrangement as plPos.
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Example
int  nRet;

long  lPos[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

lPos[0] = 100;

lPos[1] = 200;

lPos[2] = 300;

lPos[3] = 400;

nRet = MtnWriteCounter(1, 0x0F, MTR_COUNTER, lPos);

Write the output pulse counter value of axis X through axis U on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.39 MtnOutputDO
The MtnOutputDO function controls the general purpose digital output pins.

int MtnOutputDO(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wDO

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wDO Specifies the output configurations. Refer to the followings.
bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved DO4 DO3 DO2 DO1

Bit Description

bit15 through bit4 Reserved
0 Highbit3 through bit0
1 Low

Return Value
The MtnOutputDO function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes

Example
int  nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnOutputDO(1, 0x01);

Output only the general purpose digital output DO1 as low.
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4.2.40 MtnInputDI
The MtnInputDI function reads the status of the general purpose digital input pins.

int MtnInputDI(

int nDevice,

unsigned short *pwDI

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

pwDI Points to a variable to store the input status. Refer to the followings.
bit15 through bit12 bit11 bit19 bit9 bit8

- DI12 DI11 DI10 DI9
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0
DI8 DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4 DI3 DI2 DI1

Bit Description

bit15 through bit12 Reserved
0 Highbit11 through bit0
1 Low

Return Value
The MtnInputDI function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes

Comment
The general purpose digital input signals are the PCS, CLR, and LTC signals in common.

Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wDI;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnInputDI(1, &wDI);

printf(“The value of general purpose digital input: %xh\n”, wDI);

Retrieve the status of the general purpose digital input pins on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.41 MtnSetEvent
The MtnSetEvent function configures the interrupt event handling such as registration of messages and a
user-supplied callback routine.

int MtnSetEvent(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

PMTNEVENTTABLE pFactor,

PLPMTNCALLBACK lpCallBackProc,

unsigned long ulUser

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to configure.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

pFactor Points to the structure to configure the interrupt event handling.

lpCallBackProc Points to an address of user routine to configure. If you don’t call the callback,
specifies the NULL.

ulUser Specifies user data passed to the user-supplied callback routine.

Return Value
The MtnSetEvent function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- When the interrupt source is specified, refer to the MTNEVENTTABLE structure. The value 1 is set to

the corresponding bit to the MTNEVENTTABLE structure, and then the callback routine is called when
the interrupt occurs.
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- This function can configure the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are
configured by array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNEVENTTABLE Factor[4];

Code Description

Factor[0] Interrupt source of axis X (axis 1) for callback routine
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Factor[1] Interrupt source of axis Y (axis 2) for callback routine
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Factor[2] Interrupt source of axis Z (axis 3) for callback routine
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Factor[3] Interrupt source of axis U (axis 4) for callback routine
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Notes:
- If you configure the interrupt source of only axis Z for callback routine, the array of the

MTNEVENTTABLE structure should be decleared as mentioned above. The interrupt source of
axis Z will be configured to the third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address
of the head of the arrangement as pFactor.

- The callback routine is as follows.
void CALLBACK lpCallBackProc( unsigned long ulEvent, unsigned long ulUser );

ulEvent Specifies the interrupt sources.

Bit Description

bit31 through bit8 Reserved (specify 0.)
Interrupt from axis U (axis 4)

0 Not detect
bit7

1 Detect
Interrupt from axis Z (axis 3)

0 Not detect
bit6

1 Detect
Interrupt from axis Y (axis 2)

0 Not detect
bit5

1 Detect
Interrupt from axis X (axis 1)

0 Not detect
bit4

1 Detect
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                                                       (Continued)

Bit Description

Sampling is completed or the number or
specified sampling by ulSampleCounter of the
MTNSAMPLEREQ structure.

0 Not detect

bit3

1 Detect
Interrupt by wSignal of the
MTNEVENTTABLE structure occurs.

0 Not detect

bit2

1 Detect
Interrupt by wComparator of the
MTNEVENTTABLE structure occurs.

0 Not detect

bit1

1 Detect
Interrupt by wPulseOut of the
MTNEVENTTABLE structure occurs.

0 Not detect

bit0

1 Detect

ulData Shows the user-supplied data.

Example
void func(unsigned long ulEvent, unsigned long ulUser){

             .

             .

             .

  switch(ulEvent & 0x0f)

  case 0x01:

             .

             .

             .

  break;

  case 0x02:

             .

             .

             .

  break;

  case 0x04:

             .

             .

             .
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(Continued)
  break;

  case 0x08:

             .

             .

             .

  break;

  }

}

             .

             .

             .

int nRet;

MTNEVENTTABLE Factor[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

Factor[0].wPulseOut = 0x01;

Factor[0].wSignal = 0x10;

nRet = MtnSetEvent(1, 0x01, Factor, (PLPMTNCALLBACK) func, 0x1234);

             .

             .

             .

Configure the following settings for axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
  >> When the following condition is satisfied, an interrupt occures and callback routine is called.
      - Motion stops.
      - Interlock signal is asserted.
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4.2.42 MtnGetEvent
The MtnGetEvent function retrieves the interrupt event handling such as registration of messages and a
user-supplied callback routine.

int MtnGetEvent(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

PMTNEVENTTABLE pFactor,

PLPMTNCALLBACK lpCallBackProc,

unsigned long *pulUser

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies
can be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

pFactor Points to the structure to retrieve the interrupt event handling.

lpCallBackProc Points to an address of user routine to retrieve.

ulUser Points to a variable to retrieve the value..

Return Value
The MtnGetEvent function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully completed.
Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.
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Comments

- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by
array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNEVENTTABLE Factor[4];

Code Description

Factor[0] Interrupt source of axis X (axis 1) for callback routine
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Factor[1] Interrupt source of axis Y (axis 2) for callback routine
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Factor[2] Interrupt source of axis Z (axis 3) for callback routine
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Factor[3] Interrupt source of axis U (axis 4) for callback routine
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the interrupt source of only axis Z for callback routine, the array of the
MTNEVENTTABLE structure should be decleared as mentioned above. The interrupt source of
axis Z will be retrieved to the third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of
the head of the arrangement as pFactor.
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Example
             .

             .

             .

int nRet;

MTNEVENTTABLE Factor[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnGetEvent(1, 0x01, Factor, (LPMTNCALLBACK) func, ulUser );

if(!nRet){

             .

             .

             .

}

             .

             .

             .

Retrieve the setting for the callback routine of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.43 MtnGetEventFactor
The MtnGetEventFactor function retrieves interrupt sources.

int MtnGetEventFactor(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wAxis,

PMTNEVENTTABLE pFactor

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the interrupt sources.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
 0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

pFactor Points to the MTNEVENTTABLE structure to receive the interrupt source.

Return Value
The MtnGetEventFactor function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- When the interrupt source is specified, refer to the MTNEVENTTABLE structure. The value 1 is set to

the corresponding bit, and then callback routine is called when the interrupt occurs.

- Interrupt source which occurred uses OR operator until the this function is called. To clear the interrupt
souce, call this function.

Example: PTP motion starts by acceleration and deceleration, and then interrupt sources is retrieved
after the motion stops. wPulseOut is 1fh.
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- This function can retrieve the different data of two or more axes simultaneously. The data are retrieved by
array. Refer to the followings.

Example: C
MTNEVENTTABLE Factor[4];

Code Description

Factor[0] Interrupt source of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

Factor[1] Interrupt source of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

Factor[2] Interrupt source of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

Factor[3] Interrupt source of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.

Note: If you retrieve the interrupt source of only axis Z, the array of the MTNEVENTTABLE structure
should be decleared as mentioned above. The interrupt source of axis Z will be configured to the
third array. When you set it to the function, please set the address of the head of the arrangement
as pFactor.

Example
int nRet;

MTNEVENTTABLE Factor[4];

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnGetEventFactor(1, 0x01, Factor);

if(!nRet){

  printf(“wPulseOut for axis X = %xh”, Factor[0].wPulseOut);

  printf(“wComparator for axis X = %xh”, Factor[0].wComparator);

  printf(“wSignal for axis X = %xh”, Factor[0].wSignal);

}

Retrieve the interrupt source of axis X on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.44 MtnSetSampleCounter
The MtnSetSampleCounter function configures the sampling condition settings.

int MtnSetSampleCounter(

int nDevice,

PMTNSAMPLEREQ pSample

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

pSample Points to the MTNSAMPLEREQ structure to configure the sampling conditions.

Return Value
The MtnSetSampleCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
When the open flag is configured to MTR_FLAG_NORMAL by using the MtnOpen function, the
sampling mode setting of the MTNSAMPLEREQ structure cannot be configured to MTR_REPEAT.
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Example
void CALLBACK func(unsigned long ulEevnt, unsigned long ulUser){

             .

             .

             .

}

             .

             .

             .

int nRet;

MTNEVENTTABLE  Factor;

MTNSAMPLEREQ SmpReq;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

Factor.wCounter = 1;

nRet = MtnSetEvent(1, 0x01, &Factor, (LPMTNCALLBACK)func, 0x00);

SmpReq.wAxis = 0x01;

SmpReq.wMode = MTR_COUNTER | MTR_BUSY_SAMP;

SmpReq.ulSampleRate = 1000;

SmpReq.ulBufferSize = 10;

SmpReq.ulSampleCounter = 2;

nRet = MtnSetSampleCounter(1, &SmpReq);

Configure the sampling conditions of the counter on the board whose device number is 1 as follows.

Item Description

Callback routine func
Axis to sample Axis X
Counter Output pulse counter

Start the sampling when the motion starts.
Sampling cycle 1000 ms
The size of sampling buffer 10 samples
The number of samples for
callback routine

2 samles
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4.2.45 MtnGetSampleCounter
The MtnGetSampleCounter function retrieves the sampling condition settings.

int MtnGetSampleCounter(

int nDevice,

PMTNSAMPLEREQ pSample

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

pSample Points to the MTNSAMPLEREQ structure to retrieve the sampling conditions.

Return Value
The MtnGetSampleCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Example
int nRet;

MTNSAMPLEREQ SmpReq;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnGetSampleCounter(1, &SmpReq);

if(!nRet){

   printf(“Axis for sampling: %xh\n”, SmpReq.wAxis);

   pritnf(“Sampling counter: h%x\n”, SmpReq.wMode);

   printf(“Sampling cycle; %ld\n”, SmpReq.ulSampleRate);

   printf(“The size of sampling buffer; %ld\n”, SmpReq.ulBufferSize);

   printf(“Counter value for sampling: %ld\n”, SmpReq.ulSampleCounter);

}

Retrieve the sampling conditions of the counter on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.46 MtnStartSampleCounter
The MtnStartSampleCounter function starts the counter sampling.

int MtnStartSampleCounter(

int nDevice

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

Return Value
The MtnStartSampleCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- When open flag is configured to MTR_FLAG_NORMAL by the MtnOpen function, the process does not

return from this function until a sampling is completed. Call the MtnSetSampleCounter function to
configure the sampling.

- You cannot start the counter sampling until the sampling conditions by using the MtnSetSampleCounter
function is configured.

- A counter sampling cannot be started when the one axis is sampling in the same device.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStartSampleCounter(1);

Start the counter sampling on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.47 MtnStopSampleCounter
The MtnStopSampleCounter function stops the counter sampling.

int MtnStopSampleCounter(

int nDevice

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

Return Value
The MtnStopSampleCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comment
When stopping the counter sampling, this function is not available.

Example
int nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

          .

          .

          .

nRet = MtnStartSampleCounter(1);

          .

          .

          .

nRet = MtnStopSampleCounter(1);

Stop the counter sampling on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.48 MtnGetSampleStatus
The MtnGetSampleStatus function retrieves the counter sampling status.

int MtnGetSampleStatus(

int nDevice,

unsigned short *pwSampleStatus,

unsigned long *pulSampleNum

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

pwSampleStatus Points to a variable to store the acquired value. The current sampling status is
retrieved.

Code Description

MTR_SAMPLE_FINISHED Sampling is completed.
MTR_NOW_SAMPLING Sampling is running.
MTR_WAITING_BUSY Waiting for sampling
MTR_FULL_BUFFER Sampling data is stored in the all

secured buffer.

pulSampleNum Points to a variable to store the acquired value. The current number of
completed sampling is retrieved.
Note: The number of sampling completion is for each axis. If the variable 10 is

returned while four axes samples, it shows that the 10 samplings are
completed for each axis.

Return Value
The MtnGetSampleCounter function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes

Comment
The pulSampleNum shows the total number of samplings.
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Example
int nRet;

unsigned short wStatus;

unsigned long ulNum;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnStartSampleCounter(1);

             .

             .

             .

nRet = MtnGetSampleStatus(1, &wStatus, &Num);

if(!nRet){

   printf(“Sampling status: %xh\n”, wStatus);

   printf(“The number of sampling completion: %ld\n”, ulNum);

}

Retrieve the counter sampling status on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.49 MtnGetSampleData
The MtnGetSampleData function retrieves the sampling data.

int MtnGetSampleData(

int nDevice,

unsigned long *pulSampleNum,

PMTNSAMPDATA pSampData

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

pulSampleNum Points to a variable to store the number of sampling data. If the process is
successfully completed, the actually acquired number of sampling is stored.

pSampData Points to the MTNSAMPDATA structure to receive the sampling data.

Return Value
The MtnGetSampleData function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes
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Example
void CALLBACK func(unsigned long ulEvent, unsigned long ulUser){

   unsigned long ulNum;

   MTNSAMPDATA SampData[10];

   ulNum = 10;

   nRet = MtnGetSampleData(1, &ulNum, SampData);

              .

              .

              .

}

              .

              .

              .

int nRet;

MTNEVENTTABLE  Factor;

MTNSAMPLEREQ SmpReq;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, 0x01, 0, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL, &nDevice);

             .

             .

             .

Factor.wCounter = 1;

nRet = MtnSetEvent(1, 0x01, &Factor, (LPMTNCALLBACK)func, 0x00);

SmpReq.wAxis = 0x01;

SmpReq.wMode = MTR_COUNTER | MTR_BUSY_SAMP;

SmpReq.ulSampleRate = 1000;

SmpReq.ulBufferSize = 10;

SmpReq.ulSampleCounter = 2;

nRet = MtnSetSampleCounter(1, &SmpReq);

if(!nRet) nRet = MtnStartSampleCounter(1);

Retrieve the number of 10 sampling data on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.50 MtnSetCmdBufferData
The MtnSetCmdBufferData function saves the motion data to a command buffer (EEPROM). The
maximum number to register of the motion data is 4096.

int MtnSetCmdBufferData(

int nDevice,

unsigned long ulIndex,

unsigned short wAxis,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned long ulData

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

ulIndex Specifies the index to save the motion data. The specified range is from 1 through
4096.

wAxis Specifies the axis to correspond the motion data.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified when the MTR_CMD_START_MODE is specified to wMode.

wMode Specifies the motion data to save.

Code Description

MTR_CMD_MOVE Motion mode
MTR_CMD_CLOCK Velocity scale factor
MTR_CMD_LOW_SPEED Startup velocity register
MTR_CMD_SPEED Steady-state velocity register
MTR_CMD_ACC Acceleration time register
MTR_CMD_DEC Deceleration time register
MTR_CMD_ACC_SPEED Additional velocity register in the S-

curve acceleration
MTR_CMD_DEC_SPEED Additional velocity register in the S-

curve deceleration
MTR_CMD_STEP Moving pulse
MTR_CMD_CENTER Center point
MTR_CMD_START_MODE Starting mode
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ulData Specifies the motion data to save.
Note:
- The number of using motion data to save the EEPROM depends on the

setting by wMode, as well as motion data for set.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_MODE>
Configure the motion mode.

Code Description

MTR_CMD_JOG_P Jogging (CCW direction)
MTR_CMD_JOG_M Jogging (CW direction)
MTR_CMD_ORG_P Homig (CCW direction)
MTR_CMD_ORG_M Homig (CW direction)
MTR_CMD_ORG_EXIT_P Origin escape (CCW direction)
MTR_CMD_ORG_EXIT_M Origin escape (CW direction)
MTR_CMD_ORG_SEARCH_P Origin search (CCW direction)
MTR_CMD_ORG_SEARCH_M Origin search (CW direction)
MTR_CMD_PTP PTP
MTR_CMD_ORG_ZERO Output pulse motor is moving until the

counter value is 0.
MTR_CMD_SINGLE_STEP_P Single-step motion (CCW direction)
MTR_CMD_SINGLE_STEP_M Single-step motion (CW direction)
MTR_CMD_TIMER Timer
MTR_CMD_LINE Linear interpolation 1
MTR_CMD_ARC_CW Circular interpolation (CW direcciton )
MTR_CMD_ARC_CCW Circular interpolation (CCW direcciton )

MTR_CMD_ACC_SIN*1 S-curve motion
MTR_CMD_FH_OFF*2 FH compensation (OFF)
MTR_CMD_SP_COMPOSE*3 Comvining velocity control (ON)
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Notes:
- *1 When bitwise OR operator to enable the MTR_CMD_ACC_SIN is used,

the S-curve acceleration and deceleration motion is specified to
acceleration and deceleration motion. If you don’t use bitwise OR
operator, linear acceleration and deceleration is specified.

- *2 In the following operation, when the moving quantity of acceleration and
deceleration are few, the steady-state velocity is reduced automatically
and triangular moving is avoided. The default setting is that the FH
compensation is on.
- MTR_CMD_PTP
- MTR_CMD_ORG_ZERO
- MTR_CMD_SINGLE_STEP_P
- MTR_CMD_SINGLE_STEP_M
- MTR_CMD_TIMER

- *3 To set this parameter, use bitwise OR operator to enable
MTR_CMD_LIN, MTR_CMD_ARC_CW, and
MTR_CMD_ARC_CCW.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_CLOCK>
Specifies the velocity scale factor. The range is from 2 through 4095.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_LOW_SPEED>
Specifies the register to decide the startup velocity. The range is from 1
through 65535.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_SPEED>
Specifies the register to decide the steady-state velocity. The range is from 1
through 65535.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_ACC>
Specifies the register to decide the acceleration time. The range is from 1
through 65535.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_DEC>
Specifies the register to decide the deceleration time. The range is from 1
through 655335.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_ACC_SPEED>
Specifies the register to decide the additional velocity in the S-curve
acceleration range. The range is from 1 through 32767. When 0 is set, the
value acquired by the following equation is configured.

Steady-state velocity register – startup velocity register/2
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<wMode = MTR_CMD_DEC_SPEED>
Specifies the register to decide the additional velocity in the S-curve
deceleration range. The range is from 1 through 32767. When 0 is set, the
value acquired by the following equation is configured.

Steady-state velocity register – startup velocity register/2

<wMode = MTR_CMD_STEP>
Specifies the number of moving pulse at each operation. The configuration
range depends on the motion modes specified by MTR_CMD_MOVE.

Motion Mode Configuration Range

MTR_CMD_JOG_P
MTR_CMD_JOG_M
MTR_CMD_ORG_P
MTR_CMD_ORG_M
MTR_CMD_ORG_EXIT_P
MTR_CMD_ORG_EXIT_M
MTR_CMD_ORG_ZERO
MTR_CMD_SINGLE_STEP_P
MTR_CMD_SINGLE_STEP_M

No setting

MTR_CMD_PTP
MTR_CMD_LINE
MTR_CMD_PTP
MTR_CMD_ARC_CW*4

MTR_CMD_ARC_CCW*4

-134217728 through +134217727

MTR_CMD_ORG_SEARCH_P
MTR_CMD_ORG_SEARCH_M
MTR_CMD_TIMER

1 through +134217727

Note: *4 For circular interpolation, these setting values show the end-point.

<wMode = MTR_CMD_CENTER>
Specifies the center point of circular interpolation. This parameter is
applicable only to MTR_CMD_ARC_CW or MTR_CMD_ARC_CCW of
motion mode. The range is from -134217727 through +134217727.
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<wMode = MTR_CMD_START_MODE>
Specifies the startup activation.

Code Description

MTR_CMD_CONST Starts the motion with constant velocity
MTR_CMD_ACC_DEC Starts the motion with the acceleration and

deceleration
MTR_CMD_CONST_DEC Starts the motion with constant velocity, and

then the motion decelerates.

Note: For the motion mode of the origin escape or circular interpolation,
specify MTR_CMD_CONST.

Return Value
The MtnSetCmdBufferData function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- This function returns an error when the command buffer capability operates.

- The status of the command buffer capability can be confirmed by using bit10 of MTR_BUSY of the
MtnGetStatus function.

- The number of motion data depends on the saved data on this function.

- The various setting on this function have a close relation in each other.
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Example
int    nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 1, 0x04, MTR_CMD_MOVE,

MTR_CMD_ARC_CW);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 4, 0x04, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 6, 0x04, MTR_CMD_SPEED, 100);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 8, 0x04, MTR_CMD_CENTER, 100);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 11, 0x04, MTR_CMD_STEP, 0);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 14, 0x08, MTR_CMD_MOVE,

MTR_CMD_ARC_CW);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 17, 0x08, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 19, 0x08, MTR_CMD_CENTER, 0);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 22, 0x08, MTR_CMD_STEP, 0);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1, 25, 0x0c, MTR_CMD_START_MODE,

MTR_CMD_CONST);

Save the circular interpolation (CW) settings on the board as follows.
- Interpolation axis: axis Z and axis U (Axis Z is the interpolation control axis.)
- Velocity scale factor: 299
- Steady-state velocity: 100
- Center coordinate of axis Z: 0
- End coordinate of axis Z: 0
- Center coordinate of axis U: 0
- End coordinate of axis U: 0
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4.2.51 MtnGetCmdBufferData
The MtnGetCmdBufferData function retrieves the motion data in a command buffer (EEPROM).

int MtnGetCmdBufferData(

int nDevice,

unsigned long ulIndex,

unsigned short *pwAxis,

unsigned short *pwData

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

ulIndex Specifies the index to retrieve the motion data. The specified range is from 1
through 4096.

pwAxis Specifies the axis to retrieve the acquired data.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

The corresponding bit will receive 1.

pwMode Points to a variable to store the received data. The motion data of the
specified index is received. Refer to the MtnSetCmdBufferData function
about the received data.

Return Value
The MtnGetCmdBufferData function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- This function receives only one motion data.

- When the identification cord or starting mode is retrieved, the axis information will be added in bit11
through bit8 as follows.

Bit bit15 through bit12 bit11 bit10 bit9 bit8 bit7 through bit0

Axis 0 Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X Cord or activation mode

The corresponding bit will receive 1.
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Example:
Velocity scale factor 299 (identification code: MTR_CMD_CLOCK (= 85h)) is configured to axis X.

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(1 , 4, 0x01, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

When the received motion data is as follows.

nRet = MtGetCmdBufferData(1, 4, &Axis, &Data);

The received motion data of index 4 is as follows
>> Axis: 0x01
>> Data: 299

nRet = MtGetCmdBufferData(1, 5, &Axis, &Data);

The received motion data of index 5 is as follows
>> Axis: 0x01
>> Data: 185h

Example
int    nRet;

unsigned short  Axis, Data

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

              .

              .

              .

nRet = MtGetCmdBufferData(1, 10, &Axis, &Data);

Retrieve the motion data of index 10 on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.2.52 MtnStartCmdBuffer
The MtnStartCmdBuffer function starts the command buffer capability.

int MtnStartCmdBuffer(

int nDevice,

unsigned short wMode,

unsigned long ulStartIndex,

unsigned long ulStopIndex

);

Parameters
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

wMode Specifies the motion to start.

Code Description

MTR_CMD_AUTO_START When the second pre-register is empty, the
motion data send or configured for PCL6045.

MTR_CMD_STEP_START When the second pre-register is empty at the
falling edge of DI1, the motion data is
automatically send or configured for PCL6045.

ulStartIndex Specifies the data index to start the next motion. The index range is from 1 through
4096.

ulStopIndex Specifies the data index to stop the motion. The index range is from 1 through
4096.

Return Value
The MtnStartCmdBuffer function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Comments
- While the command buffer function is running, you cannot access the pulse controller (PCL6045) on the

board. The following functions cannot be used.
MtnReset
MtnSetPulseOut
MtnGetPulseOut
MtnSetLimitConfig
MtnGetLimitConfig
MtnSetCounterConfig
MtnGetCounterConfig
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MtnSetComparator
MtnGetComparator
MtnSetSync
MtnGetSync
MtnSetRevise
MtnGetRevise
MtnSetERCConfig
MtnGetERCConfig
MtnStartMotion
MtnStopMotion
MtnRestart
MtrStartRepeat
MtnChangeSpeed
MtnChangeStep
MtnGetStatus (except bit10 of MTR_BUSY)
MtnReadSpeed
MtnReadCounter
MtnWriteCounter
MtnSetEvent
MtnGetEvent
MtnStartSampleCounter
MtnStopSampleCounter
MtnSetCmdBufferData
MtnGetCmdBufferData

- When stopping the pulse output, you need to call the MtnStopMotion function after stopping the
command buffer capability once.

Example
int    nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStartCmdBuffer(1, MTR_CMD_AUTO_START, 1, 10);

Start the command buffer capability of index 1 through index 10 by MTR_CMD_AUTO on the board
whose device number is 1.
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4.2.53 MtnStopCmdBuffer
The MtnStopCmdBuffer function stops the command buffer capability.

int MtnStopCmdBuffer(

int nDevice

);

Parameter
nDevice Specifies the device number opened by the MtnOpen function.

Return Value
The MtnStopCmdBuffer function returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process is successfully
completed. Otherwise, this function returns other codes. Please refer to the error codes.

Example
int    nRet;

nRet = MtnOpen(1, MTR_FLAG_NORMAL);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStartCmdBuffer(1, MTR_CMD_AUTO_START, 1, 10);

           .

           .

           .

nRet = MtnStopCmdBuffer(1);

Stop the command buffer capability on the board whose device number is 1.
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4.3 Structure
4.3.1 MTNCOMP Structure

The MTNCOMP structure configures the comparator conditions. This structure is used by the
MtnSetComparator function.

typedef struct {

unsigned short wConfig;

unsigned short wMotion;

unsigned short lCounter;

unsigned short wCntType;

} MTNCOMP, *PMTNCOMP;

Member Description
wConfig Specifies a comparison condition.

Code Description

MTR_NO
(default setting value)

No comparison condition

MTR_EQ Comparison counter value = comparison reference value
MTR_EQ_UP Comparison counter value = comparison reference value

(applicable only to the count-up)*1

MTR_EQ_DOWN Comparison counter value = comparison reference value
(applicable only to the count-down) *2

MTR_LT Comparison counter value < comparison reference value
MTR_GT Comparison counter value > comparison reference value
MTR_SOFT_LIMIT Software limit

These codes are the conditions that compare a comparison counter value
(wCntType) with comparison reference value (lCounter). Motion specified by
wMotion performs if the specified condition is satisfied.
Notes:
- *1 The specified condition is satisfied when a comparison counter value is

equal to comparison reference value in the count-up of comparison value.
- *2 The specified condition is satisied when a comparision counter value is

equal to comparison reference value in the count-down of comparison
value.
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wMotion Specifies a motion when the comparison condition is satisfied.

Code Description

MTR_NO
(default setting value)

Outputs the internal synchronous activation
signal

MTR_STOP Stops the motion immediately.
MTR_DEC Stops the motion with deceleration.
MTR_CHG_REQ Changes the motion data to pre-register.

<wMotion = MTR_NO>
This member is available when the following conditions are satisfied. This
member is used for internal synchronous activation signal output.

- MTR_COMP1 through MTR_COMP5 is specified to
MTR_SYNC_OUT in the MtnSetPulseOut function.

- The comparison condition specified by wConfig is satisfied.

To start the motion of other axis at the internal synchronous activation signal
assertin, setting by the MtnSetSync and MtnSetComparator functions needs.

<wMotion = MTR_STOP>
Stops the motion immediately when the comparison condition specified by
wConfig is satisfied.

<wMotion = MTR_DEC>
Stops the motion with deceleration when the comparison condition specified
by wConfig is satisfied.

<wMotion = MTR_CHG_REG>
Changes the motion data to pre-register when the comparison condition
specified by wConfig is satisfied. Refer to the following procedure:
1. Set the motion by using the MtnSetMotion and MtnStartMotion functions.
2. Change the motion data to the next motion data configured in the pre-
register when the comparison condition is satisfied.

This member is used for changing the velocity while an axis is running.

lCounter Specifies the comparator reference value. This range is from -134217728
through +134217727. The default setting value is 0.
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wCntType Specifies a comparison counter.

Code Description

MTR_CMP_COUNTER
(default setting value)

Output pulse counter

MTR_CMP_ENCODER Encoder counter
MTR_CMP_DECLINO Deviation counter
MTR_CMP_SPEED Current velocity data

4.3.2 MTNMOTION Structure
The MTNMOTION structure configures or retrieves the motion parameters. This structure is used by the
MtnSetMotion, MtnSetMotionCp, MtnGetMotion, and MtnGetMotionCp function.

typedef struct {

unsigned short wClock;

unsigned short wAccMode;

float fLowSpeed;

float fSpeed;

unsigned long ulAcc;

unsigned long ulDec;

float fSAccSpeed;

float fSDecSpeed;

long lStep;

} MTNMOTION, *PMTNMOTION;

Member Description
wClock Specifies or retrieves a velocity scale factor from 2 through 4095.

- Scale factor: 300/(wClock+1)
- Velocity: scale factor*velocity setting register (1 through 65535)
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wAccMode Specifies or retrieves a motion profile.

Code Description

MTR_ACC_NORMAL Linear interpolation and deceleration
MTR_ACC_SIN S-curve acceleration and deceleration

MTR_FH FH compensation capability

Notes:
- If the moving quantity of acceleration and deceleration motion is little in the

positioning mode, the moving velocity is automatically reduced to avoid a
triangular profile.

- In positioning motion, When the register value configures in the driver is
configured below, the FH compensation capability cannot be configured.

Deceleration time > (acceleration * 2)

fLowSpeed Specifies or retrieves a startup frequency in the range of 0.073 Hz to 6553500 Hz.
Notes:
- The setting range changes depending on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock). Refer to the How to Calcuate the Frequency.
- Startup velocity smaller than the steady-state velocity (fSpeed) should be specified.

fSpeed Specifies or retrieves a steady-state fequency in the range of 0.073 Hz to 6553500
Hz.
Notes:
- The setting range changes depending on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.
- Steady-state velocity larger than the startup velocity (fLowSpeed) should be

specified.

ulAcc Specifies or retrieves the acceleration time (ms).
Note: The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock), startup velocity (fLowSpeed), and steady-state velocity (fSpeed).
Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

ulDec Specifies or retrieves the deceleration time (ms).
Note: The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock), startup velocity (fLowSpeed), and steady-state velocity (fSpeed).
Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

fSAccSpeed Specifies retrieves the acceleration S-curve range frequency in the range of 0 Hz to
3276700 Hz.
Note: The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.
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fSDecSpeed Specifies or retrieves the deceleration S-curve range frequency in the range of 0 Hz
to 3276700 Hz.
Note: The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

lStep Specifies or retrieves the number of moving pulses and direction. For the
MtnSetMotionCp or MtnGetMotionCp function, total number of pulses should be in
the range of -134217728 through +134217727.

Code Parameter to Retrieve

MTR_JOG
MTR_ORG
MTR_SINGLE_STEP
MTR_ORG_EXIT

MTR_CW (1): Clockwise direction
MTR_CCW (-1): Counter clockwise direction

MTR_PTP
MTR_PTP_REPEAT

-134217728 through +134217727

MTR_TIMER 1 through +134217727
MTR_ORG_SEARCH 1 through +134217727

-1 through -134217727
MTR_ORG_ZERO 0
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4.3.3 MTNLINE Structure
The MTNLINE structure configures the linear interpolation parameters. This structure is used by the
MtnSetMotionLine, MtnGetMotionLine, MtnSetSyncLine, and MtnGetSyncLine functions.

typedef struct {

unsigned short wAxis;

unsigned short wClock;

unsigned short wMode;

unsigned short wAccMode;

float fLowSpeed;

float fSpeed;

unsigned long ulAcc;

unsigned long ulDec;

float fSAccSpeed;

float fSDecSpeed;

long lStep[4];

} MTNLINE, *PMTNLINE;

Member Description
wAxis Specifies or retrieves the axis to configure or receive the linear interpolation 1

parameters.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. More than two axes
must be specified.

When the corresponding bit is 1, it shows the axis of linear interpolation 2.

wClock Specifies or retrieves a velocity scale factor in the range of 2 through 4095.
- Scale factor: 300/(wClock+1)
- Velocity: scale factor * velocity setting register (1 through 65535)

wMode Specifies or retrieves a motion profile.

Code Description

MTR_LINE Linear interpolation
MTR_LINE_JOG Continuous linear interpolation

wAccMode Specifies or retrieves the acceleration and deceleration.

Code Description

MTR_ACC_NORMAL Linear acceleration and deceleration
MTR_ACC_SIN S-curve acceleration and deceleration

MTR_SP_COMPOSE Enables combining velocity constant control
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fLowSpeed Specifies or retrieves the startup velocity in the range of 0.073 Hz to 6553500 Hz.
Notes:
- The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor (wClock).

Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.
- Startup velocity smaller than the steady-state velocity (fSpeed) should be
specified.

fSpeed Specifies or retrieves the steady-state velocity in the range of 0.073 Hz to 6553500
Hz.
Notes:
- The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor (wClock).

Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.
- Steady-state velocity greater than the startup velocity (fLowSpeed) should be
specified.

ulAcc Specifies or retrieves the acceleration time (ms).
Note: The setting range changes depending on the setting value of velocity scale

factor (wClock), startup velocity (fLowSpeed), and steady-state velocity
(fSpeed). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

ulDec Specifies or retrieves the deceleration time (ms).
Note: The setting range changes depending on the setting value of velocity scale

factor (wClock), startup velocity (fLowSpeed), and steady-state velocity
(fSpeed). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

fSAccSpeed Specifies or retrieves acceleration S-curve range frequency in the range of 0 Hz to
3276700 Hz.
Note: The setting range changes depending on the setting value of velocity scale

factor (wClock). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

fSDecSpeed Specifies or retrieves the deceleration S-curve range frequency in the range of 0
Hz to 3276700 Hz.
Note: The setting range changes depending on the setting value of velocity scale

factor (wClock). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.
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lStep Specifies or retrieves the number of moving pulses in the range of -134217728 to
+134217727. This setting value contains the number of moving pulses for all
interpolation axes. Refer to the followings.

Code Description

lStep[0] Number of moving pulses of axis X (axis 1)
Array element 0 is always for axis X.

lStep[1] Number of moving pulses of axis Y (axis 2)
Array element 1 is always for axis Y.

lStep[2] Number of moving pulses of axis Z (axis 3)
Array element 2 is always for axis Z.

lStep[3] Number of moving pulses of axis U (axis 4)
Array element 3 is always for axis U.
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4.3.4 MTNARC Structure
The MTNARC structure configures the circular interpolation parameters. This structure is used by the
MtnSetMotionArc and MtnGetMotionArc functions.

typedef struct {

unsigned short wAxis;

unsigned short wClock;

unsigned short wMode;

float fSpeed;

long lCenterX;

long lCenterY;

long lEndX;

long lEndY;

} MTNARC, *PMTNARC;

Member Description
wAxis Specifies or retrieves the axis to configure or receive the circular interpolation

parameters.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two axes must be
specified.

When the axis to configure is retrieved, the corresponding bit shows 1.

wClock Specifies or retrieves a velocity scale factor in the range of 2 through 4095.
- Scale factor: 300/(wClock+1)
- Velocity: scale factor * velocity setting register (1 through 65535)

wMode Specifies or retrieves a motion profile.

Code Description

MTR_ARC_CW Clockwise (CW) direction
MTR_ARC_CCW Counter clockwise (CCW) direction
MTR_SP_COMPOSE Enables combining velocity constant velocity.

fSpeed Specifies or retrieves the steady-state frequency in the range of 0.073 Hz to
6553500 Hz.
Note: The setting range depends on the setting value of velocity scale factor

(wClock). Refer to How to Calcuate the Frequency.

lCenterX Specifies or retrieves value of small axis number in two axes specified by wAxis.
X-coordinate of the center of the circle: -134217727 through +134217727
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lCenterY Specifies or retrieves value of large axis number in two axes specified by wAxis.
Y-coordinate of the center of the circle: -134217727 through +134217727

lEndX Specifies or retrieves value of small axis number in two axes specified by wAxis.
Y-coordinate of the end point: -134217728 through +134217727

lEndY Specifies or retrieves value of large axis number in two axes specified by wAxis.
Y-coordinate of the end point: -134217728 through +134217727
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4.3.5 MTNEVENTTABLE Structure
The MTNEVENTTABLE structure specifies the interrupt event handling. This structure is used by the
MtnSetEvent, MtnGetEvent, and MtnGetEventFactor functions. The setting value of this structure depends
on the functions as follows.

<The MtnSetEvent and MtnGetEvent functions>
These functions calles the callback routine at the following situations. When specified 0, the callback
routine is not called.

- Interrupt for corresponding bit that 1 is specified occurs.
- The number of samplings completed to the specified number of samplings.

<The MtnGetEventFactor function>
This function shows the followings.

- Interrupt for corresponding bit that 1 is specified occurred.
- The number of samplings completed to the specified number of samplings.

typedef struct {

unsigned short wPulseOut;

unsigned short wCounter;

unsigned short wComparator;

unsigned short wSignal;

unsigned short wReserved;

} MTNEVENTTABLE, *PMTNEVENTTABLE;

Member Description
wPulseOut Specifies or retrieves the pulse output interrupts.

bit15 through
bit7

bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

-
WRITE NEXT DEC-

FINISH
DEC-

START
ACC-

FINISH
ACC-

START
STOP

Description
Bit MtnSetEvent

MtnGetEvent
MtnGetEventFactor

bit15 through bit7 Reserved
Next motion configuration

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit6

1 Enable (d) Occurred
Next motion duration start

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit5

1 Enable (d) Occurred
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                                                                (Continued)

Description
Bit MtnSetEvent

MtnGetEvent
MtnGetEventFactor

The end of deceleration
0 Disable (d) Not occurred

bit4

1 Enable (d) Occurred
The start of deceleration

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit3

1 Enable (d) Occurred
The end of acceleration

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit2

1 Enable (d) Occurred
The start of acceleratoin

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit1

1 Enable (d) Occurred
Motion stop

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit0

1 Enable (d) Occurred

wCounter Specifies or retrieves the sampling completion or the number of sampling achieved to the
specified number of sampling.

wComparator Specifies or retrieves the comparator interrupt.

bit15 through bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

- CMP5 CMP4 CMP3 CMP2 CMP1

Description
Bit MtnSetEvent

MtnGetEvent
MtnGetEventFactor

bit15 through bit5 Reserved
Comparison condition 5

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit4

1 Enable (d) Occurred
Comparison condition 4

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit3

1 Enable (d) Occurred
Comparison condition 3

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit2

1 Enable (d) Occurred
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                                                                    (Continued)

Description
Bit MtnSetEvent

MtnGetEvent
MtnGetEventFactor

Comparison condition 2
0 Disable (d) Not occurred

bit1

1 Enable (d) Occurred
Comparison condition 1

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit0

1 Enable (d) Occurred

wSignal Specifies or retrieves the external signal interrupt.

bit15 through
bit7

bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

- CSTA EXT ILOCK LTC CLR ORG SD

Description
Bit MtnSetEvent

MtnGetEvent
MtnGetEventFactor

bit15 through bit7 Reserved
Synchronous start signal input

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit6

1 Enable (d) Ocurred
External reset signal input

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit5

1 Enable (d) Ocurred
Interlock signal input

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit4

1 Enable (d) Ocurred
Counter value is latched by the LTC signal input.

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit3

1 Enable (d) Ocurred
Counter value is reset by the CLR signal inpug

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit2

1 Enable (d) Ocurred
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                                                                (Continued)

Description
Bit MtnSetEvent

MtnGetEvent
MtnGetEventFactor

Counter value is latched by the ORG signal input.
0 Disable (d) Not occurred

bit1

1 Enabled (d) Ocurred
SD signal input interrupt

0 Disable (d) Not occurred
bit0

1 Enable (d) Ocurred

wReserved Reserved. Specify 0.
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4.3.6 MTNSAMPLEREQ Structure
The MTNSAMPLEREQ structure configures the sampling condition. This structure is used by the
MtnSetSampleCounter and MtnGetSampleCounter functions.

typedef struct {

unsigned short wAwis;

unsigned short wMode;

unsigned long ulSampleRate;

unsigned long ulBufferSize;

unsigned long ulSampleCounter;

} MTNSAMPLEREQ, *PMTNSAMPLEREQ;

Member Description
wAxis Specifies or retrieves the axis to configure or receive the sampling condition.

Bit bit15 through bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Reserved Axis U Axis Z Axis Y Axis X
Axis

- Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1

To specify the axis, specify 1 to the corresponding bit. Two or more axies can
be specified.

Example:
0Fh should be specified to specify four axes of axis X through axis U.

When the axis to configure is retrieved, the corresponding bit shows 1.

wMode Specifies or retrieves a counter and sampling mode.

Code Description

MTR_ENCODER Encoder counter sampling
MTR_COUNTER Counter sampling
MTR_DECLINO Deviation counter sampling

MTR_BUSY_SAMP Starts sampling when the motor starts. In the
case of no flag by using OR operator, start the
sampling after the MtnStartSampleCounter
function is called.

MTR_REPEAT By using OR operator, restarts sampling after
the buffer have space.

ulSampleRate Specifies or retrieves sampling cycle.
- 1 ms to 15 ms (step by 1 ms)
- 10 ms to 150 ms (step by 10 ms)
- 100 ms to 1500 ms (step by 100 ms)
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ulBufferSize Specifies or retrieves the buffer size to store the sampling data. The range of
the buffer size is as follows.

Axis Range

Axis 1 1 through 1G (3FFFFFFFh)
Axis 2 1 through 500M (1FFFFFFFh)
Axis 3 1 through 333M (15555555h)
Axis 4 1 through 250M (1FFFFFFFh)

ulSampleCounter Specifies or retrieves sampling counts to execute the callback routine.
The range is 1 through value specified by ulBufferSize.

The counter value is the sampling counter of the first axis. When four
axes are sampled and 2 is set to this member, the sampling of each axis is
sending out the message at the two sampling completions.
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4.3.7 MTNSAMPDATA Structure
The MTNSAMPDATA structure configures the sampling condition. This structure is used by the
MtnGetSampleData function.

typedef struct {

long lPosX;

long lPosY;

long lPosZ;

long lPosU;

} MTNSAMPDATA, *PMTNSAMPDATA;

Member Description
lPosX Stores the sampling data of the axis X (axis 1).

lPosY Stores the sampling data of the axis Y (axis 2).

lPosZ Stores the sampling data of the axis Z (axis 3).

lPosU Stores the sampling data of the axis U (axis 4).
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4.4 Return Values

Error Code Value Description Comments/Solutions

MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS 0 The process was

successfully completed.
-

MTR_ERROR_NOT_DEVICE c0000001h

(-1073741823)

The specified device

cannot be called.

The specified device is not found. Make

sure that the board and the device driver

correctly installed in your system.

MTR_ERROR_NOT_OPEN c0000002h

(-1073741822)

The specified driver

cannot be opened.

Errors occurred while the system opens

the device.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_DEVICE_NU

MBER

c0000003h

(-1073741821)

The device number is

invalid.

Confirm the specified device number.

MTR_ERROR_ALREADY_OPEN c0000004h

(-1073741820)

The specified device

cannot be opened

because it has already

opened by another

process.

The device used by another process

cannot be accessed.

MTR_ERROR_NOT_SUPPORTED c0000009h

(-1073741815)

The specified capability

is not supported.

The specified capability cannot be used.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_MOVING c0001000h

(-1073737728)

A motor is running now. The function is not available while the

motion is running.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_STOPPED c0001001h

(-1073737727)

A motor is stopped. The function is not available while the

motion has been stopped.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_SAMPLING c0001002h

(-1073737726)

The sampling is running

now.

The specified function is not available

while the sampling is running. While the

sampling is running, error occurs by

calling the MtnStartSampleCounter

function.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_STOP_SAMPLING c0001003h

(-1073737725)

The sampling is stopped. The specified sampling is not available

while the samplig has been stopped.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_BUSY_CMD_BUF

F

c0001004h

(-1073737724)

The command buffer

capability is running.

The specified function is not available

while the command buffer capability has

been stopped.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_STOP_CMD_BUF

F

c0001005h

(-1073737723)

The command buffer

capability is stopped.

The specifeid function is not available

while the command buffer capaiblity has

been stopped.

MTR_ERROR_EEPROM_BUSY c0001006h

(-1073737722)

Failed to write the

EEPROM.
-
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(Continued)

Error Code Value Description Comments/Solutions

MTR_ERROR_WRITE_FAILED c0001010h

(-1073737712)

Failed to write to the

motor controller.
-

MTR_ERROR_READ_FAILED c0001011h

(-1073737711)

Failed to read from the

motor controller.
-

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_AXIS c0001013h

(-1073737709)

The specified axis

number is invalid.

Specify the correct axis number in

the range of 1h through Fh.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_SPEED c0001014h

(-1073737708)

The specifeid velocity is

invalid.

Specify a correct velocity.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_ACCDEC c0001015h

(-1073737707)

The specified

acceleration time or

deceleration time is

invalid.

Specify a correct acceleration

time or deceleration time.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_PULSE c0001016h

(-1073737706)

The specified number of

moving quantity is

invalid.

Specify a correct number of

moving quantity.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_PARAMETER c0001017h

(-1073737705)

The specified parameter

is invalid.

Specify a correct value.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_INDEX c0001018h

(-1073737704)

The specifeid index

(motion number) is

invalid.

Specify a correct value.

MTR_ERROR_REPEAT_LINE_ARC c0001019h

(-1073737703)

The kind of continuous

interpolation is invalid.

Specify a correct value.

MTR_ERROR_INVALID_PARAMETER c0001017h

(-1073737705)

The specified parameter

is invalid.

The specifeid value is out of the

range.

Specify a correct invalid.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_INTERLOCKED c0001020h

(-1073737696)

The interlock signal has

been asserted.

The specified function is not

available while the interlock

signal has been asserted.

MTR_ERROR_IMPOSSIBLE c0001021h

(-1073737695)

The specified request

cannot be performed.

The board does not have the

specified feature.

MTR_ERROR_NOT_ALLOCATE_MEM

ORY

c0001024h

(-1073737692)

Not enough memory. Not enough memory is available

to process.

MTR_ERROR_NOW_WAIT_STA c0001025h

(-1073737691)

Wait for stopping the

another axis.

The specified function is not

available while the interpolation is

running.

MTR_ERROR_EMPTY_DATA c0001026h

(-1073737690)

NULL pointer cannot be

specified.

Null pointer cannot be specified to

the variable.
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Chapter 5 Notes

5.1 Additional Frequency in the S-curve Acceleration/Deceleration
Range

The relation between the frequency and time conrfigured by the MTNMOTION and MTNLINE structure.

- Acceleration S-curve Range Frequency (fSAccSpeed)
To set the velocity in the S-curve range, specify MTR_ACC_SIN in wAccMode.

The S-curve motion is as follows.
>> fLowSpeed to (fLowSpeed + fSAccSpeed)
>> (fSpeed - fSAccSpeed) to fSpeed

S-curve acceleration motion is in the above range. For other range, linear acceleration motion is
specified.

The value of fSAccSpeed becomes smaller or equal to value by the following formula:
>> (fSpeed – fLowSpeed) / 2

If 0 is specified to fSAccSpeed, the value by the above formula is configured by the calculation of
internal. Then, S-curve motion without linear acceleration is executed.

- Deceleration S-curve Range Frequency (fSDecSpeed)
To set the velocity in the S-curve range, specify MTR_ACC_SIN in wAccMode.

The S-curve motion is as follows.
>> fLowSpeed to (fLowSpeed + fSDecSpeed)
>> (fSpeed - fSDecSpeed) to fSpeed

S-curve deceleration motion is in the above range. For other range, linear deceleration motion is
specified.

The value of fSAccSpeed becomes smaller or equal to value by the following formula:
>> (fSpeed – fLowSpeed) / 2

If 0 is specified to fSDecSpeed, the value by the above formula is configured by the calculation of
internal. Then, S-curve motion without linear deceleration is executed.
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5.2 How to Calculate the Frequency
<Relation between Velocity Scale Factor Setting and Frequency>
The frequency is configured as a controller that is changed it into the register value in the GPH-7400 as
follows.

Speed = 300 × Range / (Rate+1)

Where,
    Speed: frequency [Hz]
    Rate: velocity scale factor setting (2 through 4095)
    Range: Velocity (1 through 65535)

Note: Scale factor = 300 / (Rate + 1)

The configurable frequency range depends on the Rate by the value of wClock of the MTNMOTION,
MTNLINE, and MTNARC structures. Refer to the following examples.

Setting Value (Rate) Scale Factor (300 / Rate + 1) Frequency Range [Hz]

2999 0.1 0.1 to 6553.5
299 1 1 to 65535
149 2 2 to 131070
5 50 50 to 3276750
2 100 100 to 6553500

When 5 is set to wClock of the MTNMOTION structure by the MtnSetMotion function, 5 is set to Rate and
scale factor becomes 50 as above examples.

Note: The specified frequency and actual frequency may change with calculation errors in library
(rcp7400.so) of the GPH-7400.
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<The range of Acceleration and Deceleration Time Setting>
Available ranges of the acceleration and deceleration time are calculated as follows.

1. Linear acceleration and deceleration mode

Acc(or Dec)= (VH-VL)*(Rate+1)*(R+1)/1474560 [ms]

2. When configuring S-curve motion mode, acceleration S-curve range frequency is 0 Hz

Acc(or Dec)= (VH-VL)*(Rate+1)*(R+1)/737280 [ms]

3. S-curve Motion mode

Acc(or Dec)= (VH-VL+2*VS)*(Rate+1)*(R+1)/1474560 [ms]

Where,
VH: steady-state frequency [Hz]
VL: startup frequency [Hz]
VS: acceleration S-curve range frequency, deceleration S-curve range frequency [Hz]
Rate: member variable (wClock) of the MTNMOTION and MTNLINE structures
R: 1 through 65535

Note: The acceleration and deceleration time and an actual acceleration and deceleration time may change
with calculation errors in library (rcp7400.o) of the GPH-7400.

Example: Linear acceleration and deceleration mode
The following valuew are given.

VH (steady-state frequency): 1000 Hz
VL (startup frequency): 100 Hz
Rate: 299 (velocity scale factor: 1)

Acc (or Dec) = 900 * 300 * (R+1) / 1484560
0.3662 < = Acc (or Dec) < = 12000 [ms]

In this case, acceleration or deceleration time becomes 12000 ms.

<Acceleration register and deceleration register>
Inside the driver, acceleration and deceleration registers are configured with API functions.

- Acc: acceleration time
- Dec: deceleration time
- VH: steady-state frequency
- VL: startup frequency
- VS: S-curve acceleration/deceleration range
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R is calculated by using the number 1 through 3 formulas and the controller on the board is written the
value of R. The value of R is called for as below.

- Acceleration register (acceleration time setting)
- Deceleration register (deceleration time setting)

When inside the driver is configured below, FH compensation capability cannot be used by the
MtnSetMotion function.

Deceleration register > acceleration register * 2

The setting of linear interpolation 2 cannot be used by the MtnSetSyncLine function.
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5.3 Kylix
In this document, all examples of programs are written in C. This section contains helpful information for
Kylix programmers.

5.3.1 Function Definitions

C Kylix
long MtnSetMotion ( 1)function MtnSetMotion (

int nDevice, 2)nDevice: Integer3);

unsigned short wAxis, 4)wAxis: Cardinal;

unsigned long ulMode, ulMode: Cardinal;

PMTNMOTION pMotion 4)var pMotion: PMTNMOTION;

); ): 5)Integer; 6)cdecl; external ‘gpg7400.so’;

1) In Kylix, a function-module that has a return value uses the function reserved word.
A function-module that has no return value uses the procedure reserved word.

2) In Kylix, a variable is written in front of the data type of that.
3) In Kylix, data type are written in the different way of C.
  Example)

C Kylix

int Integer

long Longint

unsigned short Cardinal

unsigned long Cardinal

void* pointer

4) When you write a variable passed by reference, write var in front of the variable.
5) In Kylix, data type is written at the end of the variable argument list.
6) To call the library function, write cdecl;external ‘library name’;.
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5.3.2 Structures
C Kylix

type

typedef struct{   1)MTNMOTION = record

unsigned short wClosk; 2)wClock: Cardinal;

unsigned short wAccMode; wAccMode: Cardinal;

float fLowSpeed; fLowSpeed: Single;

float fSpeed; fSpeed: Single;

unsigned long ulAcc; ulAcc: Cardinal;

unsigned long ulDec; ulDec: Cardinal;

float fSAccSpeed; fSAccSpeed: Single;

float fSDecSpeed; fSDecSpeed: Single;

long lStep; lStep: Longint;

} MTNMOTION, *PMTNMOTION; 3)end;

1) In Kylix, a structure is called a record, and write ‘structure name = record’.
2) In Kylix, a variable is written in front of the data type of that.
3) In Kylix, write end; at the end of the record.
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5.4 Test Driver
The GPH-7400 has the test driver capable of checking the functions of the GPH-7400 without using the
board. To use the test driver, link libgpg7400t.so instead of libgpg7400.so.

The following shows the example to compile the test.c program that uses the test driver.
#gcc -o test test.c -lpthread –lgpg7400t

Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if each process was successfully completed.

Function Description

MtnOpen Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnClose Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnReset Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetPulseOut Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetLimitConfig Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetCounterConfig Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetComparator Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetSync Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetRevise Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetERCConfig Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetMotion Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetMotionLine Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetSyncLine Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetMotionArc Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetMotionCp Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetPulseOut Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetLimitConfig Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetCounterConfig Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetComparator Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetSync Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetRevise Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetERCConfig Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetMotion Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetMotionLine Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetSyncLine Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetMotionArc Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetMotionCp Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStartMotion Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStopMotion Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnRestart Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStartRepeat Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
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                                                                          (Continued)

Function Description

MtnOutputSync Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnChangeSpeed Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnChangeStep Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetStatus Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnReadSpeed Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnReadCounter Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnWriteCounter Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnOutputDO Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnInputDI Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetEvent Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetEvent Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetEventFactor Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetSampleCounter Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetSamleCounter Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStartSampleCounter Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStopSampleCounter Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetSampleStatus Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetSampleData Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnSetCmdBufferData Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnGetCmdBufferData Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStartCmdBuffer Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
MtnStopCmdBuffer Returns MTR_ERROR_SUCCESS if the process was successfully completed.
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Chapter 6  Sample Programs
The sample program sources and makefiles are located in the /usr/src/interface/gph7400/<architecture
name>/linux/samples directory.

<How to Use the Sample Program>
1. Enter the device number of device which you want to use on the screen.
2. Pulse output starts from the board, and then steady-state velocity and output pulse counter value are

displayed. The status of the acceleration and deceleration is displayed beside velocity. For setcmd.c and
startcmd.c, the status does not display.

UP: acceleration
--: constant velocity
DOWN: deceleration
**: Stop

3. Press the Enter key, and then the program is terminated.
For setcmd.c and startcmd.c, enter 99 to terminate the program

Notes:
- To output the pulse from the board, release the interlock of hardware.
- When the pulse output is stopped emergency, assert the interlock signal.

The followings are explanation of the sample program.

6.1 motion.c
By the comparator condition, the following motion of axis X through axis U starts.

Axis X: jogging
Axis Y: jogging
Axis Z: homing
Axis U: PTP

6.2 line.c
- For axis X and axis Y, execute the linear interpolation 1 two times repeatedly.
- Synchronous start is applied to the activate condition of the first linear interpolation 1.

6.3 arc.c
- The circular interpolation is executed for axis X and axis Y, and then the circular interpolation is executed

for axis Y and axis Z.
- The synchronous start is applied to the activate condition of the circular interpolation.
- To start the circular interpolation for axis Y and axis Z after the first interpolation is completed, PTP of

zero pulse outputs for axis Z.
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6.4 setcmd.c, startcmd.c
<setcmd.c>
- The PTP motion is configured for axis X by index 1 through index 21.

<startcmd.c>
- Command buffer capability can be started or stopped.
- The command has the following meanings.

1: start the command buffer capability.
2: stop the command buffer capability.
99: end the program.

- The command buffer capability can be started by index 1 through index 21.

Note: To configure the linear interpolation 1 and circular interpolation, the program in the ControlBoard
function of setcmd.c is as follows.

<Linear interpolation 1 for axis X and axis Y>

/* Configure the axis for interpolation. */

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 1, 0x01, MTR_CMD_MOVE,

MTR_CMD_LINE);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 4, 0x01, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 6, 0x01, MTR_CMD_LOW_SPEED, 10);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 8, 0x01, MTR_CMD_SPEED, 100);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 10, 0x01, MTR_CMD_ACC, 99);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 12, 0x01, MTR_CMD_DEC, 99);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 14, 0x01, MTR_CMD_ACC_SPEED, 0);

if(nRet) return(nRet);
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                                                                            (Continued)

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 16, 0x01, MTR_CMD_DEC_SPEED, 0);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 18, 0x01, MTR_CMD_STEP, 1000);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

/* Configure the ther axes for interpolaton. */

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 21, 0x02, MTR_CMD_MOVE,

MTR_CMD_LINE);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 24, 0x02, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 26, 0x02, MTR_CMD_STEP, 5000);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

/* Starting mode for axis X and axis Y. */

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 29, 0x03,

                       MTR_CMD_START_MODE, MTR_CMD_ACC_DEC);

if(nRet) return(nRet);
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<Circular Interpolation for axis X and axis U)

/* Configure the axis for interpolation. */

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 1, 0x01, MTR_CMD_MOVE,

MTR_CMD_ARC_CW);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 4, 0x01, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 6, 0x01, MTR_CMD_SPEED, 100);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 8, 0x01, MTR_CMD_STEP, 0);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 11, 0x01, MTR_CMD_CENTER, 100);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

/* Configure the ther axes for interpolaton. */

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 14, 0x08, MTR_CMD_MOVE,

MTR_CMD_ARC_CW);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 17, 0x08, MTR_CMD_CLOCK, 299);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 19, 0x08, MTR_CMD_STEP, 0);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 22, 0x01, MTR_CMD_CENTER, 0);

if(nRet) return(nRet);

/* Starting mode for axis X and axis U. */

nRet = MtnSetCmdBufferData(nDevice, Index + 25, 0x09,

                             MTR_CMD_START_MODE, MTR_CMD_CONST);

if(nRet) return(nRet);
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Chapter 7  Important Information

7.1 Limited Warranty
Interface does not warrant uninterrupted or error-free operations of the software product. The entire risks as
to the quality of or arising out of use or performance of the software products, if any, remains with you.

Interface believes that information contained in the document is accurate. The document is carefully
reviewed for technical accuracy. Interface reserves the right to make changes to subsequent editions of this
document without prior notice to holders of this edition. Interface is not liable for any damages arising out
of or related to this document or the information contained in it.

Charts and tables contained in this document are only for illustration purposes and may vary depending
upon a user's specific application.

All official specifications in metric. English unit supplied for convenience.

7.2 Copyrights and Intellectual Property Rights
Interface owns all titles and intellectual property rights in and to the products. The products includes
computer software, may include audio/visual content such as images, text, or pictures.

No part of this publication may not be reproduced or altered in any form or by any means without written
prior permission of Interface Corporation.

7.3 Warning Regarding Medical and Clinical Use of Interface Products
Interface products are not designed with components intended to ensure a level of reliability suitable for
use under conditions that might cause serious injury or depth.

Interface products are not designed with components and testing intended to ensure a level of reliability
suitable for use in treatment and diagnosis of human.

Applications of Interface products involving medical or clinical treatment can create a potential for
accidental injury caused by product failure, or by errors on the part of the user or application engineer.

7.4 Limitation of Liability
Interface will not be liable for any special, incidental, indirect, or consequential damages whatsoever
(including, but not limited to, damages for lost of profits or confidential or other information, for business
interruption, for personal injury, for loss of privacy), even if interface, or any reseller has been advised of
the possibility of such damages.

Customer's right to recover damages caused by fault or negligence on the part of Interface Corporation
shall be limited to the amount paid by the customer for that product.

7.5 Trademark
Products and company names are trademarks, registered trademarks, or servicemarks of their respective
owners.
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